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FADE IN: BLACK SCREEN The following caption appears on screen.... In the background we 

hear a sound of breathing... Caption - Kolkata, two years ago.. The breathing sound become 

more pronounced as we MATCH CUT TO: 1 INT. WAREHOUSE - NIGHT 1 

A head covered in a professional gas mask looks into the camera. The mask makes his head look 

like a gigantic fly with bulging eyes. He is breathing heavily. The sound of which can be heard 

through the mask. He slowly brings his hand up to the camera.. His hands almost trembling.. 

Holding a steel pincer and in its mouth.. a small transparent ball.. the ball is tiny.. almost the size 

of a tiny drop of water.. We see the man standing in front of a wooden table, on which there is a 

glass box. The box looks very much like an average fish aquarium one would see in a residence. 

From appearance it is obvious that the glass box is very securely sealed from all side. The glass 

appears thick and resistant. There is a small opening on top of the cube allowing air in. At the 

base of the glass box there are five white mice. Playing happily. There is a small Ferris wheel on 

which one of them runs in circle. The man carefully releases the tiny ball inside the glass box 

and immediately seals the opening.. and watches. The tiny ball drops to the base of the glass box 

and breaks, spilling a tiny drop of liquid from inside it. The spilled liquid, having come in 

contact with air, FIZZES, releasing a tiny amount of gas which spreads to cover the lower 

portion of the glass box where the mice are playing. As the gas reaches them, the 5 mice dies on 

the spot, life is INSTANTLY drained out of them. Their body slumps as if they have gone to 

sleep on the spot they were once alive. The wheel rotates on its own. The man’s head jerks back 

slightly in surprise. Even he was not expecting such lethal potency from the liquid gas. He looks 

again to reconfirm.  

2. We close in on the opaque plastic of the eyes of the mask.. Where we see the reflection of the 

dead mice.. The image changes to that of a public area where we look down to see people 

walking and.. MATCH CUT TO: 2 EXT. TOLLYGUNGE SUBWAY STATION - DAY The 

image becomes real .. an aerial view of the subway station. The harsh sun spits on the passengers 

rushing to their day jobs. Caption - 8:30 am. Rush Hour CUT TO: 3 INT. TOLLYGUNGE 

SUBWAY STATION - DAY A plethora of travellers run down the stairs towards the platform. 

Ranging from school kids to office going individuals to normal people. As we go down the stairs 

with the travellers, we see a school boy of 14 Years old, nervously walking on the platform. 

Clutching onto his school bag very carefully. The train arrives. Everyone gets in. The 

atmosphere is filled with inaudible dialogs. The nervous kid quietly goes and sits near the door 

of the train, clutching to his school bag. The other bunch of kids can be seen at the other end of 

the same compartment creating a ruckus. The train starts. Just before the doors close, a man runs 

down the platform and squeezes himself through the closing doors. A young man in his early 

thirties, dressed in casual clothes. Across the infant who hot inside travellers nervous kid.. A 

middle aged woman sits with an keeps crying. She tries to console the kid but its the 

compartment. The collective body heat of the is no match for the train’s puny air conditioners. 3 

2 



The nervous kid sits quietly avoiding any eye contact with anyone. The young man takes out his 

mobile phone and tries to call a number - he realizes there is no network. He starts moving 

through the compartment. His eyes scanning each passenger. The infant continues to cry. An 

elderly lady sitting beside the mother offers some advice. 
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3. ELDERLY LADY Maybe he’s hungry.. The mother looks apologetic.. MOTHER I know. I 

was in a rush and I left his milk bottle in the house.. The group of school kids at the other end of 

the compartment notices the nervous kid. They whoop and scream and starts advancing towards 

the nervous kid. The train starts approaching the next station. The announcement can be heard. 

TRAIN PA SYSTEM Next Station Ravindra Sarovar Poroborti Station Ravindra Sarovar.. Agla 

Station Ravindra Sarovar.. The unruly kids come to the nervous boy and starts bullying him.  

Trying to snatch his school bag away. The nervous kid won’t let go of his bag. The young man 

from the other end sees the young boy clutching on to his bag. His eyes zeroes in on the bag. The 

infant with the noise and heat starts bawling. The train enters the station. The kids struggle with 

the bag. The man moves closer to the boys. The mother cannot take it anymore. She decides to 

get off and go back. MOTHER I’ll go back. The train enters the station. The mother gets up and 

goes towards the door. The elderly lady looks. The mother has forgotten her handbag. The 

elderly picks it up and inside she sees a milk bottle. The kids struggle. The elderly lady calls out 

to the mother telling her . She hasn’t forgotten the milk bottle. Its in her handbag. ELDERLY 

LADY Your milk bottle is here..  
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4. The train stops. Outside as per rush hour, a sea of passengers waiting for the train. As a proof.. 

The elderly lady brings out the bottle and shows it to the mother. The mother sees the bottle and 

her face is suddenly drained of blood. She turns and rushes to the door. The doors open and 

passengers rushes in. The kids finally snatches the bag. One of the kids lose balance and hits the 

mother. The young man moves forward. The mother pushed back by the incoming passengers 

and hit by the kid falls back on the elderly lady who is pretty surprised by the mother’s behavior. 

The doors shut. The young man manages to take the school bag away from the kid. Protecting it 

before it can fall on the ground. He quickly opens the bag.. to see only books inside it... 

NERVOUS KID They keep taking my homework.. The bottle falls from the lady’s hand. The 

mother tries to stop it.. But its too late. The bottle hits the floor and breaks. The milk spills. The 

mother tries to cover her nose with her saree. The young man turns. Looks down. A look of 

disappoint mixed with realization comes on his face. The milk suddenly FIZZES and evaporates. 

BUT before even she can bring her hand up to cover her nose with the saree.. The mother dies on 

spot. And within seconds everyone in the compartment dies on the spot they were. Instant, quick, 

painless death. Suddenly there is silence as a compartment filled with silent passengers head 

towards a tunnel. Only the overhead announcement can be heard.. TRAIN PA SYSTEM Next 

station Mahanayak Uttam Kumar.. (MORE) 
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5. TRAIN PA SYSTEM (CONT'D) Poroborti station Mahanayak Uttam Kumar.. Agla station 

Mahanayak Uttam...... SMASH CUT TO: 4 I/E. VARIOUS LOCATIONS - VARIOUS TIMES 

MONTAGE reflecting the aftermath of the subway attack. News reports. Paper clippings. 

Images of the passengers. We hear different sound bytes with relevant television images. “ this is 

one of the worst terrorist attacks in recent history..” “.. 105 passengers died on spot...” “... remote 

detonating device found in handbag..” “.. Attack which went wrong. It seemed that plan was to 

detonate the gas device from outside....” “... nobody knows what went wrong..” Through the 

montage footage... We see distraught images of families, friends of the victims. Images of Peace 

march. Candles being lit in protest. Tears being shed in despair.. As the footage continues we 

learn.. “...2 years have passed and police are still clueless..” We see: Back in Kolkata: Life is 

back to normal. People have no choice but to get back to life. Kolkata subway station back to 

normal life. An underground train leaves one station and heads for another. The train disappears 

into the dark tunnel. The sound transcends into an echo and fades away. 4 
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6. SMASH CUT TO BLACK: 5 EXT. NSCB AIRPORT - AFTERNOON NETAJI SUBHASH 

CHANDRA BOSE(NSCB)INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT The black screen transforms into the 

dark tarmac on a runway. The CAMERA sits still on the tarmac at ground level. In the 

background we can see the main terminal building which has a large neon sign on it stating “ 

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ”. In the background we hear a roaring noise which becomes ear 

deafening as the wheels of an aircraft touches down on the tarmac, coming in from above the 

camera. CUT TO: 6 INT. NSCB AIRPORT - AFTERNOON We see a MONTAGE of: 

Passengers coming in. Display boards changing the flight status of BA 122 from EXPECTED to 

ARRIVED The PA system announcing the arrival of the same flight from LONDON The 

immigration queue filling up with passengers Passengers getting their passports etc out. The rear 



view of a woman walking slowly pulling a strolley. A passport is slid over the counter. The 

officer leafs through her passport and then places it on the scanner.. The scanner makes a BEEP 

noise. On the monitor we see the scanned passport copy appearing.. a not so clear photo of 

Vidya. The camera moves in on her photo.. A young unmarried Vidya. MATCH CUT TO: 7 

EXT. NSCB AIRPORT - AFTERNOON A married and pregnant Vidya come out through the 

main door of the international airport. In her mid twenties, and of a mixed parentage, Vidya is a 

human definition of classical beauty. 7 6 5 
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7. Caption - Vidya Venkatesan Bagchi The warm and humid air of Kolkata hits Vidya as she 

steps out. Dressed in a pink linen top, a cotton and crumpled from the air travel, grey waistcoat, a 

jeans skirt and Nike trainers, Vidya looks tired after a long journey. Her cheeks turn red with the 

sudden acquaintance with the Kolkata heat. As she steps out Vidya’s eyes naturally glance 

through the assorted placards that are held up for returning loved ones or visiting associates. The 

vacant look in her eyes suggest that she knows there will be no placards for her. There is 

vulnerability in her face which would make anyone run to take care of her. The taxi drivers and 

the local hotel touts run towards Vidya, each with their own agenda. Vidya takes a a small step 

back, her grip tightening on her strolley handle. One man Bimal, manages to grab Vidya’s 

attention. BIMAL Madam.. you are in family way.. Let me help you with your bag.. Vidya looks 

at Bimal who appears a simple hard working family man, more concerned about a pregnant 

woman carrying a bag than getting a passenger. Vidya smiles and gives her strolley to Bimal, 

who grabs the handle and turns... JUMP CUT TO: 8 EXT. NSCB AIRPORT - AFTERNOON 

CAR PARK AREA We hear the sound of a SLAP. Bimal’s face swings back with a resounding 

slap. We see Bimal surrounded by 4 men all dressed in a similar uniform of taxi drivers. The 

head man, Bashir, slaps Bimal while the others look. BASHIR (aggressive) Where do you think 

you are going? One of the others complain to the head man.. TAXI MAN 1 Bashir Bhai, Bimal 

is always stealing our passengers.. 8 
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8. Bimal tries to defend himself. BIMAL No Bashir Bhai.. I only helping her because she is 

family way.. Bashir stops Bimal with another slap. BASHIR Don’t bullshit me.. Bimal succumbs 

and almost loosens his grip on the strolley to return to Vidya when.. Vidya, who has been 

watching, steps in between Bimal and Bashir. She looks Bashir in the eye.. VIDYA I would 

prefer to go in this man’s taxi. You are not required thank you. BASHIR Madam we have a 

system here. Number system, it is not his number. VIDYA But I want him to take me in his taxi. 

Vidya’s expression is set and determined. She is not scared and ready for a standoff in her own 

vulnerable way. Seeing Vidya and the fact the she is pregnant, Bashir is at a loss on how to 

tackle the situation. He looks at Bimal whose expression is oscillating between pride and fear. 

After a pause, Bashir steps back. Vidya turns to Bimal. Bimal smiles and his grip tightens on the 

trolley once again. CUT TO: 9 EXT. ROAD - AFTERNOON The streets of Kolkata are gearing 

up for the Puja. Random bamboo structures are being made without any protest. Large thermocol 

make shift door ways are being made at the beginning of each side road for welcoming visitors 

to the Puja. Little fairy lights are being tied around the small stalls on the side of the road... we 



pull back to see Vidya looking at the same stalls from her window. We can hear Bimal’s voice 

talking away.. 9 
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9. The camera pans to the road where we see the yellow ambassador taxi, carrying Vidya, 

heading towards the camera.. CUT TO: 10 INT. TAXI - DAY BIMAL (partly off screen) See 

Madam, Kolkata is getting ready for the Durga puja.. dressing up, putting her make up on to 

impress Maa Durga. Our biggest festival Madam.. You have come at a good time.. Bimal does 

not notice the speed breaker ahead of him and the taxi goes over it with a BUMP. A sound of 

discomfort comes out of Vidya. Bimal is apologetic. BIMAL (CONT’D) Sorry madam.. I forgot. 

I will drive slowly. A grateful smile emerges on Vidya’s face through the discomfort. Thank you. 

VIDYA 10 

BIMAL You are a Bengali madam? VIDYA No. I am originally from Chennai. But my husband 

is a bengali. BIMAL Madam.. if you don’t mind.. Normally people go their home or hotel from 

airport.. You are the first passenger who wants to go a police station.. CUT TO: 11 INT. 

KALIGHAT POLICE STATION - AFTERNOON A computer monitor comes alive with the 

logo of ‘KALIGHAT POLICE STATION’ the words ‘CENTRAL DATABASE’ flashes below 

the logo. Rana, a young police officer in his early twenties, who was fiddling with the computer 

jumps up in joy.. 11 
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10. RANA Its working.. Its working! Caption - Satyoki Sinha aka Rana, Asst. Sub Inspector, 

Kalighat Police Station Rana’s happiness is short lived. The computer ‘beeps’ and the screen 

disappears.. RANA (CONT’D) (exasperated) What the.. its not working ! A senior police 

inspector, Chatterjee, who has been watching Rana from the table across the room.. points to the 

third officer in the room.. CHATTERJEE That’s what his wife must be saying every night.. CUT 

TO: 12 EXT. KALIGHAT POLICE STATION - AFTERNOON 12 

Bimal’s taxi come and stops in front of the police station. Vidya looks from her window to see 

the station made out of red bricks. She looks back from the rear windscreen to see a busy open 

market on the street, adjacent to the station. CUT TO: 13 INT. KALIGHAT POLICE STATION 

- AFTERNOON 13 

The ceiling fan cranks on inside the room while Rana refers to the handbook provided with the 

system. Chatterjee, bored out of his mind, speaks his mind. CHATTERJEE Let me tell you.. If 

God wanted computers to catch criminals, then he would have given them legs.. Rana flicks 

through the pages of the handbook.. RANA This is suppose to be the future (reading verbatim) “ 

Access to all police records across the country at the press of a key “ .. if only I could start the 

damn.. Chatterjee stops Rana. 
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11. CHATTERJEE Since god has given you legs.. Why don’t you run out and get some tea, else 

I am going to fall asleep in here.. CUT TO: 14 EXT. KALIGHAT POLICE STATION - 

AFTERNOON Vidya gets out of the taxi. VIDYA How much do I owe you? Bimal checks his 

meter. BIMAL Madam, you want me to wait? Vidya smiles and shakes her head. Bimal rushes 

before she can drag out her strolley from the back seat. BIMAL (CONT’D) Let me madam.. And 

(scribbles on a piece of paper) This is my telephone number. If you ever need a taxi.. Just call 

me.. CUT TO: 15 EXT. KALIGHAT POLICE STATION - AFTERNOON 15 14 

Rana comes out to see a taxi driver handing a note to a pregnant woman who looks new to 

Kolkata. Rana is curious. He is not used to seeing such a scene in front of his police station. He 

watches as the pregnant woman slowly starts walking towards the station. As she comes near 

Rana realizes how beautiful Vidya is. Vidya looks at Rana. VIDYA Where do I go to file a 

missing person report? Bimal watches a police officer explaining the directions to Vidya. He 

starts the taxi. The taxi drives off wiping the screen. SMASH CUT TO: 
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12. 16 INT. KALIGHAT POLICE STATION - AFTERNOON 16 

Vidya files her complaint with Chatterjee who is completely taken aback with Vidya. He gropes 

hard in the dark to find the right English to construct his conversation. VIDYA My husband is 

missing. CHATTERJEE Your husband Madam? Yes. VIDYA 

Rana comes back with two glasses of tea. Rana places one glass for Chatterjee, offers the other 

to Vidya, who takes a look at the glass and decides against it. She smiles politely, refusing. Rana 

goes and sits on his desk. Trying to work the computer while listening. Chatterjee pulls out a 

form. CHATTERJEE Madam I would need some details.. Vidya speaks in a flow, without 

pausing for breath VIDYA He came to Kolkata 1 month ago. He had a 2 week assignment with 

the National Data Centre. For the first 2 weeks he was in touch with me. And then he just went 

missing. No calls nothing.. Almost as if he has disappeared. I don’t know what to do.. 

CHATTERJEE Whoa Madam.. slow down.. Sorry.. VIDYA 

CHATTERJEE Madam your full name? VIDYA Vidya Bagchi CHATTERJEE Bidya Bagchi 

VIDYA No .. Vidya.. V not B 
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13. CHATTERJEE In Kolkata madam whoever is Vidya is also Bidya. Huh Rana? Rana smiles 

and nods his head in agreement. His computer suddenly BUZZES as he presses a wrong key. He 

is embarrassed. CHATTERJEE (CONT’D) Your husband’s name? Arnab VIDYA 

Chatterjee looks to her, waiting for the full name. Vidya cannot believe him.. Bagchi? VIDYA 

(CONT’D) 

CHATTERJEE (phonetically)) Ornob Bagchi Vidya likes the way Chatterjee says Arnab’s name. 

She silently mimes it.. VIDYA (silently) O rrr nob Chatterjee looks up.. Hmm?? CHATTERJEE 



Vidya is embarrassed. She shakes her head. Nothing. VIDYA 

CHATTERJEE Do you have a photo of your husband? Vidya gives a photo of her and Arnab on 

their wedding day. VIDYA That’s our wedding day. FLASH CUT TO: 17 EXT. UNITED 

KINGDOM - DAY SOUTHALL TEMPLE Vidya and Arnab getting married on their own in a 

Hindu temple.  
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17  

14. From their appearance we can make that the wedding is over. They have exchanged garlands. 

They bow for the last prayer.. ARNAB (jokingly) God if you are not sure of what I have just 

done.. please give me a sign.. Vidya whacks him on the head. ARNAB (CONT’D) Ouch. What 

was that for? VIDYA I thought you wanted a sign.. ARNAB How can you hit your husband on 

your wedding day? Is this the sign of things to come? Arnab turns to God.. ARNAB (CONT’D) 

God there is still time. Only you can save me from this marriage.. Vidya pulls Arnab by the 

garland, close to her.. there is mischief in her eyes.. A slight huskiness in her voice.. VIDYA Too 

late partner. You’re mine. Even god can’t save you from me.. BACK TO 18 INT. KALIGHAT 

POLICE STATION - AFTERNOON Vidya is quiet for a moment. Rana presses the wrong key 

again. The BUZZ of the computer breaks the silence. An irritated Chatterjee looks at Rana. 

CHATTERJEE What does your husband do? VIDYA He is a software engineer. We are both 

software engineers by profession. That is how we met. We are both somewhat ‘Fire wall’ 

experts.. CHATTERJEE ‘Fire wall’? 18 
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15. Vidya realizes that Chatterjee is not very computer savvy. VIDYA Its like writing programs 

to protect your computer from viruses. Like those big walls around old forts to stop the enemy. 

CHATTERJEE Aahh..like police for the society? VIDYA Perfectly explained! Chatterjee is 

pleased with himself. He looks to Rana smugly. The computer BUZZES again. Rana is 

apologetic. Vidya continues. VIDYA (CONT’D) Arnab came her for a 2 week assignment. I 

spoke to him regularly for those 2 weeks and then he just disappeared. There was no call... 

nothing. CHATTERJEE Disappeared?? VIDYA Yes. Missing. I can’t find him anywhere. And I 

know Arnab.. Its not like him. CHATTERJEE Did you call the National Data Centre? VIDYA 

Yes. But they are saying Arnab never came to work for them. Chatterjee is stumped. He looks to 

Rana. VIDYA (CONT’D) But he did! I know he did. What I don’t know.. is why they are saying 

Arnab never came ! CHATTERJEE You say Arnab is Bengali.. Does he have any relatives in 

Kolkata? His parents? Chatterjee hits upon another jackpot. He is on a roll. 
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16. CHATTERJEE (CONT’D) Also.. like a parent to their child.. Excuse me? VIDYA 

CHATTERJEE Fire wall? Protecting? VIDYA Oh yes. Very nice. I must remember that. No 

Arnab did not have any parents. He was brought up by his uncle who stays in Kolkata but I 

couldn’t contact him because he does not have a mobile and his house phone is not working. 



CHATTERJEE Are you meeting this uncle? Will you be staying with him? VIDYA Yes. But not 

today. I have not been able to get in touch with him. So today I will probably stay in the hotel 

Arnab stayed in. CHATTERJEE And which hotel is that? VIDYA Hotel Mona Lisa on Sarat 

Bose Road. CHATTERJEE Have you called them? VIDYA Yes. But they are also saying that 

Arnab never stayed with them. Chatterjee once again is clueless. He turns to Rana.. Who is 

equally baffled. Vidya too looks at Rana who immediately pretends to be busy with the system. 

CHATTERJEE Mrs. Bagchi you will have to give me some time.. Rana presses some wrong key 

and the computer makes a really loud BUZZ noise. Rana does not know what has happened. He 

tries pressing some keys but it only makes it worse. The BUZZ becomes a continuous one! 
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17. CHATTERJEE (CONT’D) (in Bengali) Rana why are you trying to rape that computer? 

Vidya walks over and sees what’s going on. She presses a few keys and the BUZZ stops. 

VIDYA You needed to free some memory.. That’s all.. now it will work fine. Rana is grateful. 

So is Chatterjee. He remembers.. CHATTERJEE Madam you will have to sign the complaint.. 

As Vidya gets up, she feels a little weak. It has been a long day. She requests Rana if he could 

call her a taxi. VIDYA Please could you help me to call a taxi.. Chatterjee intervenes. 

CHATTERJEE Rana take the police car and drop her.. Thank you. VIDYA CUT TO: 19 EXT. 

KOLKATA - EVENING Rana drives Vidya to her hotel.. Vidya looks out of the window. 

Kolkata continues to gear up for the Puja. Vidya smiles and turns to Rana.. RANA Is this your 

first time in Kolkata Mrs. Bagchi? Yes. VIDYA 19 

She looks out of the window. VIDYA (CONT’D) I see Kolkata is putting her make up on for the 

Puja.. Rana smiles. 
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18. RANA Oh you know about the Puja’s. VIDYA I have a Bengali husband remember? RANA 

oh yes. And actually your name.. Vidya, is also a very common Bengali name.. Bidya.. VIDYA 

(smiles) I know. But why was Chatterjee calling you ‘Rana’? Your name tag says.. Satyoki.. 

RANA In Kolkata its like that Mrs. Bagchi. Everyone has 2 names. A ‘daaknaam’. Like I have 

Rana, which everyone calls you by and then you have the ‘bhalonaam’ which is Satyoki. A more 

proper name meant for school, work etc. But more than often the colloquial name takes over the 

proper name in Kolkata. VIDYA But Satyoki is a nice name. Another name for Krishna. The 

Charioteer of Arjun. He drove Arjun in all the battles. He was always there by his side. RANA 

(impressed) Oh you know the Mahabharata? VIDYA Inside out. Arnab’s favorite book. And he 

made sure it became my favorite book too.. (pauses) What does Rana mean? Rana gropes in the 

dark for a while and turns to Vidya. RANA Er.. Don’t know. Nothing I guess. Vidya gives Rana 

a knowing smile through her tired face. Rana slows down the car. Vidya looks out of the 

window.. VIDYA Have we reached the hotel? 
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19. Rana looks to a building to the right of him. He is a little unsure.. RANA I am not sure if its a 

hotel Mrs. Bagchi? CUT TO: 20 EXT. MONA LISA GUEST HOUSE - EVENING 20 



The dimly lit board of ‘Mona Lisa GUEST HOUSE’ inviting travellers to a very average middle 

class looking building. Vidya is also a little baffled. Mona Lisa definitely does not look like a 

place someone from UK would choose to stay in. RANA This is a guest house Mrs. Bagchi. Not 

a hotel. Are you sure this is the place? Vidya checks the address printed on the sign board with 

her own. VIDYA The address matches. But I thought it was a proper hotel.. RANA Why would 

your husband stay in a place like this? VIDYA I don’t know. CUT TO: 21 INT. MONA LISA 

GUEST HOUSE - EVENING 21 

Bearing a strong resemblance to a human version of a crane, with a neat comb over hiding his 

bald patch, the manager of the guest house does his level best to explain to Vidya.. Seeing 

Vidya.. clearly from abroad.. he clears his throat.. composes himself.. and puts on his best 

English MONA LISA MANAGER Your majesty.. I told you.. Vidya stops him. VIDYA You 

can call me Vidya.. I am not the queen The manager reboots..  
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20. MONA LISA MANAGER Bidya madam.. I told you when you called me from London, your 

husband never stayed with us.. Look at the records.. No Arnab Bagchi stayed with us.. VIDYA 

How is that possible? He stayed here. I spoke to him while he stayed here. Everyday when he 

walked from that door to his Room 15 he spoke to me.. The manager does not know. He turns to 

one of his assistants. MONA LISA MANAGER (in Bengali) How to explain to this mad 

woman? Rana who has been observing decides to step in. RANA Mrs. Bagchi maybe there is 

some mistake.. VIDYA No. There is no mistake. He is lying to me. Arnab stayed here. Show me 

your records. The manager reluctantly brings out a tattered exercise book in which travellers 

have scribbled their details. VIDYA (CONT’D) That?? That is your records?? That book? You 

don’t have a computer? MONA LISA MANAGER Bidya madam computers are in five stars. 

This is a guest house. Zero stars. Vidya does not know what to do. She turns to Rana. VIDYA 

I’ll prove it to you. If you walk towards the lift you will see a statue of a peacock. Rana looks 

and there is a statue of a peacock. RANA How did you know? VIDYA I don’t. Arnab told me. 

That is how I know. But nobody believes me.  
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21. MONA LISA MANAGER (turning to Rana) 

Sir? 

Vidya explodes. VIDYA Why do you keep talking to him? Is his husband missing? Talk to me. 

MONA LISA MANAGER (in Bengali) Completely mad. I hope she doesn’t stay here. Vidya 

turns to the manager. VIDYA I want to check in. I want room 15 where my husband stayed. The 

manager is petrified at the thought. RANA Are you sure? MONA LISA MANAGER Yes.. are 

you sure? I am sure. VIDYA 

The manager is about to give Vidya the tattered book for signing in when he sees Vidya looking 

sternly at him.. He gulps.. shuts the book and gives her the key instead. JUMP CUT TO: 22 INT. 

MONA LISA GUEST HOUSE - NIGHT Lobby The manager calls his staff and instructs them. 

MONA LISA MANAGER (in Bengali) Stay away from that mad woman. I don’t want any 



trouble with the police. As if we don’t have enough mad woman in Kolkata to have one from 

London! CUT TO: 22 
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22. 23 INT. ROOM 15 - NIGHT 23 

Vidya sits silently in her room, the fan whirring on top of her.. looking at the photo of her and 

Arnab on their wedding day. She starts unpacking. Vidya’s strolley is very meticulously packed. 

She takes her clothes out and about to place it in the cupboard when she realizes it is quite dusty. 

She gets a towel from the toilet and starts cleaning the room. She appears very finicky about 

cleanliness. She sets the pillow straight on the bed. Keeps her shoes neatly in one corner. CUT 

TO: 24 EXT. KOLKATA - DAWN The sun rises over the Ganges. Empty roads slowly fills up 

with fast moving traffic. CUT TO: 25 INT. ROOM 15 - EARLY MORNING 25 24 

Vidya struggles with the hot water tap in her toilet. No water comes out. She tries a couple of 

times and then gives up. CUT TO: 26 INT. MONA LISA GUEST HOUSE - DAY Lobby The 

big sign board behind the age old rickety reception desk proudly displays, in faded lettering, the 

various features of the guest house. Ranging from normal rooms to super deluxe rooms to 

RUNNING HOT WATER in each room. Vidya rings the bell on the reception desk. The 

manager comes out. MONA LISA MANAGER Your majes...Good morning Bidya madam? Its 

Vidya VIDYA 26 

MONA LISA MANAGER I know Bidya Madam 
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23. Vidya decides to move on. VIDYA There is no hot water in my room. The manager smiles 

apologetically. I know. MONA LISA MANAGER 

Vidya is surprised.. She points to the board.. VIDYA You know!! So what is the point of saying 

RUNNING HOT WATER when you don’t have any? MONA LISA MANAGER That? Let me 

explain madam.. (yells) BISHNU.. A 12 year old boy with the biggest smile come running to the 

desk. In his hand is a small portable transistor radio straight out of the 1970s. MONA LISA 

MANAGER (CONT’D) This is Bishnu madam. Every time you need hot water you just shout 

Bishnu, he will ‘run’ and get your water. Running.. hot.. water. Our own Bishnu. Bishnu agrees 

with the biggest smile. Vidya cannot help but be amused with this unique solution. VIDYA Do 

you know how I can get to Camac Street? MONA LISA MANAGER Of course Madam. You 

can take a bus or a taxi from outside.. (in Bengali) Bishnu show her where to catch the bus from.. 

Bishnu is all too eager to help. BISHNU Come Didi..I will show you.. Vidya curiously looks at 

the contraption in Bishnu’s hand. Something which is older than her. VIDYA Is that a radio 

Bishnu? Wow! Can I take a look..  
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24. Bishnu immediately pulls his hand away protecting the radio.. not willing to give it... MONA 

LISA MANAGER That’s his life madam.. he will give you anything but that.. Bishnu agrees 

with a big smile. Vidya is amused. VIDYA Cool. You called me ‘Didi’ right? Bishnu nods. 

VIDYA (CONT’D) So that makes you my brother. So brother.. Gimme five.. The manager 

watches as Vidya does a high five with an awkward and amused Bishnu and goes off his sight. 

MONA LISA MANAGER (in Bengali) Completely mad. CUT TO: 27 INT. BUS - DAY Vidya 

sits in a public bus filled with people. From her bag Vidya brings out a small note book.. Inside 

which .. a list of things.. She ticks POLICE STATION and Mona Lisa GUEST HOUSE when 

she hears a voice. The lady sitting beside her.. LADY IN BUS You shouldn’t be travelling a bus 

in your condition.. VIDYA I realized after I got on. Vidya realizes that the young kid sitting on 

the lady’s lap is looking at her notebook with curiosity. Vidya smiles and let the kid tick the next 

item on her list. Happily the kid agrees. The kid ticks against the name National Data Centre. 

CUT TO: 28 EXT. NATIONAL DATA CENTRE - DAY The board of NATIONAL DATE 

CENTRE, a central government enterprise. 28 27 
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25. We pull back to show NATIONAL DATA CENTRE bang on the corner of Camac Street and 

Park street, two of the most busiest streets of Kolkata. Vidya enters frame... dodges through 

people, food stalls, shirt sellers and make her way through the main gate. Seeing her pregnant 

some office going people even step aside to give her space. CUT TO: 29 INT. NATIONAL 

DATA CENTRE - DAY LOBBY/RECEPTION The lobby of NATIONAL DATA CENTRE is 

deceptively smart. The standing air coolers blow some relief onto Vidya’s face. The receptionist 

makes a visitor’s pass for her. RECEPTIONIST You have an appointment? Yes. VIDYA 29 

RECEPTIONIST Your name madam? VIDYA Vidya Bagchi The receptionist repeats as she 

writes the name on the visitors pass. B i d y a RECEPTIONIST B a g c h i 

The receptionist look up for Vidya’s approval. Vidya accepts defeat. VIDYA Yep. That’s me. 

CUT TO: 30 INT. AGNES D’MELLO’S OFFICE - DAY 30 

Vidya meets Agnes D’Mello who is an elderly Anglo Indian lady in her sixties. Caption - Agnes 

D’Mello, Human Resources Manager, National Data Centre Agnes repeats what she has already 

told Vidya..  
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26. AGNES Darling I told you this when you called from London.. Your husband never came for 

an assignment to our company. I am the H R manager. Any assignment goes through me and I 

have not sanctioned any consulting work for any Arnab Bagchi. Vidya brings out a photo of 

Arnab. VIDYA This is Arnab. Surely you must know him. He came here.. I sent.. Suddenly 

Vidya goes quiet. Something hits her. She tries to hold back the tears that wells up her eyes. 

FLASH CUT TO: 31 INT. UNITED KINGDOM - DAY Vidya's Residence We see Arnab, with 

his head neatly tucked in Vidya’s lap, getting a head massage from Vidya. He does not to leave 

Vidya and go to Kolkata. A pregnant Vidya convinces Arnab to go to Kolkata, Arnab is reluctant 

ARNAB I’m on holiday. I don’t need an assignment right now. And who wants to go to 

Kolkata? VIDYA Go. Nothing will happen to me. I’m only 5 months pregnant. 4 to go. They 



must be needing you.. ARNAB They can get somebody else. VIDYA But they can’t get anyone 

better than you... BACK TO: 32 INT. AGNES D’MELLO’S OFFICE - DAY As much as she 

tries to hold back.. a small line of tear forces itself out of Vidya’s eyes as she tells Agnes. 32 31 
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27. VIDYA I’m responsible. I forced him to take the assignment... its my fault. Please help me 

Didi.. Agnes feels sorry for Vidya but does not know how to react. She is saved by Sapna, her 

assistant, who comes into her office looking for Vidya.. SAPNA Sorry to interrupt.. But Ma’am 

there is a police officer who is looking for you.. CUT TO: 33 INT. NATIONAL DATA 

CENTRE - DAY Lobby As she comes down Vidya sees Rana waiting at the lobby for her. 

Seeing her Rana stands up. CUT TO: 34 INT. POLICE VAN - DAY 34 33 

Vidya sits silently as Rana drives her. He too is silent. Vidya can see the outside through the 

window of the van but cannot comprehend anything. The passing images are a blur to her. CUT 

TO: 35 INT. CITY MORGUE - DAY The van stops in front of the morgue. Vidya tries to keep 

calm as the stark reality represented by the building hits her. She grabs the car door and pauses to 

get her balance back. RANA I am sorry Mrs. Bagchi but I need you to do this.. Will you be 

okay? Vidya manages a smile in despair. Her whole face saying .. How can she possibly be 

okay? She did not come to Kolkata to find Arnab like this. A silent and petrified Vidya, 

accompanied by Rana, drags herself to the room where the body is kept. This was not the 

experience Vidya was wanting. 35 
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28. Vidya is shown a body which matches Arnab’s description but thankfully is not Arnab. 

Vidya cannot handle it any more. She rushes out of the room. Rana follows. CUT TO: 36 EXT. 

CITY MORGUE - DAY 36 

Vidya runs out of the morgue. She is shattered from the experience of identifying. She is not able 

to hold back any more. She throws up on the side of the road and starts crying profusely. Rana 

does not know what to do. Vidya cries but at the same time is angry with herself for believing 

that the dead man could have been Arnab. Her breathing slowly coming back to normal. But 

tears keep coming out..She keeps muttering to herself..crying.. VIDYA I am so sorry.. I 

shouldn’t have forced you... The voice fades... CUT TO: 37 INT. AGNES D’MELLO’S OFFICE 

- DAY 37 

...over onto the wedding photo of Vidya and Arnab, lying on the desk of Agnes. Agnes picks up 

the photo and looks closely ....trying to think. CUT TO: 38 EXT. KALAGACHIA HIGH 

SCHOOL - DAY The school has a very simple, rural appearance. The police van screeches to a 

stop in front of the school as Vidya screams for it to stop. VIDYA (in tamil) Here here.. Stop 

stop CUT TO: 39 I/E. POLICE VAN - DAY Rana looks at the board.. reads it 39 38 
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29. RANA Kalagachia Kailash Kamini High School? Seeing the school Vidya bursts into 

excitement.. VIDYA Rana.. This is Arnab’s school. He told me so many stories about this 

school.. That means.. His uncle lives a little ahead. Oh thank god! A look of relief comes on 

Vidya’s face. Finally something was going right. Vidya requests Rana to stop for a minute so she 

can tidy herself up before meeting the Uncle. VIDYA (CONT’D) Rana..will you please give a 

minute Rana sees the happiness in Vidya’s face as she tidy herself to meet the uncle. Suddenly a 

thought hits Vidya. She is wearing an western outfit. She voices her worry to Rana who is quite 

surprised. VIDYA (CONT’D) Maybe I should have worn a saree.. RANA You have a saree? 

Vidya shakes her head innocently. Now she is really worried. There is something about the 

innocence which makes Rana smile. He tells her not to worry. RANA (CONT’D) Don’t worry. 

You look okay Mrs. Bagchi. CUT TO: 40 INT. AGNES D’MELLO’S OFFICE - DAY Agnes 

types in the name MILAN DAMJI in her computer. Her computer shows RESTRICTED .. 

Agnes is surprised: CUT TO: 41 EXT. THAKUR PUKUR - DAY Uncle’s House Vidya 

excitedly goes up to the door step of Arnab’s uncle’s house only to find an elderly Sikh couple 

who has been living there for 25 years. They cannot recollect any Arnab. 41 40 
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30. MR SINGH I have been here 30 years now.. I don’t know of any Bagchi family.. CUT TO: 

42 INT. AGNES D’MELLO’S OFFICE - DAY Agnes types in again the name MILAN DAMJI. 

Once again the computer refuses, stating RESTRICTED. CUT TO: 43 INT. BAGNAN 

GOVERNMENT HIGH SCHOOL - DAY 43 42 

Rana and Vidya wade through kids playing in the playground. The school has an unique emblem 

which catches Rana’s eyes. He calls out to a kid who has the logo on his school shirt. RANA 

What is that? STUDENT Its a flying swan.. Rana cracks up.. RANA What! You serious? Looks 

like a dead duck to me. Rana looks to see Vidya has moved ahead. He rushes. JUMP CUT TO: 

44 INT. BAGNAN GOVERNMENT HIGH SCHOOL - DAY Headmaster’s office The Head 

master of the school raises his head, after having looked a few old registers. HEAD MASTER 

No dear.. There doesn’t seem to be any student called Arnab Bagchi.. CUT TO: 45 INT. AGNES 

D’MELLO’S OFFICE - DAY 45 44 

Agnes keeps getting badgered with the message RESTRICTED as she tries to access the records 

of MILAN DAMJI. After a while she gives up, irritated. 
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31. She picks up the phone to the Systems Engineer and demands to know why she is not able to 

access the database. AGNES Why can’t I access Milan Damji’s records? It keeps showing 

restricted.. can you unlock? ENGINEER I wouldn’t know. But I need Tyagi’s permission before 

I can unlock.. AGNES Where is Tyagi? ENGINEER He is on leave today.. CUT TO: 46 INT. 

TRAM - NIGHT 46 

Rana sits quietly in the tram. It has been a long hot day. His mobile rings. He tells his mother he 

is on his way home. RANA (in Bengali) Aaschi Maa CUT TO: 47 INT. ROOM 15 - NIGHT 



Vidya sits quietly at the edge of the bed. She gently caresses her tummy.. Silent and lost in her 

thoughts.. FADE TO BLACK. 48 I/E. ROOM 15 - EARLY MORNING 48 47 

Vidya is about to walk towards the toilet when she remembers. She puts her head out of the door 

and almost as if she cannot believe her own self doing it.. She calls out for Bishnu. Bishnu.. 

VIDYA 

Bishnu comes running armed with a smiling face and a hot kettle of water. As she takes the 

water she jokingly gestures towards Bishnu’s pocket where she can see the transistor sticking 

out. Bishnu smiles and shakes his head. CUT TO: 
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32. 49 INT. KALIGHAT POLICE STATION - DAY Rana gets a call from the airport. His 

senior inspector overhear and tells Rana to drill some sense into Vidya. CHATTERJEE Explain 

to that woman.. this Arnab fellow has flown after getting her pregnant. They are all like that. 

Better she goes back instead of wasting her time here.. (pauses) Lucky bugger... I have been 

trying to run for the last 30 years.. CUT TO: 49 

50 

INT. MONA LISA GUEST HOUSE - DAY Lobby 

50 

Vidya walks toward the lobby. The phone at the reception desk rings. The manager answers. He 

can see Vidya coming into the lobby. Hello MONA LISA MANAGER 

Rana who is waiting for Vidya stands up as he sees Vidya coming into the lobby. Vidya smiles at 

Rana but before she can say anything the person at the desk waves out her. MONA LISA 

MANAGER (CONT’D) Madam, call from.. Dimlo Madam.. wants to speak to you? ‘Dimlo’?? 

VIDYA 

Vidya takes the call. Agnes wants to meet her. Hello.. VIDYA (CONT’D) 

AGNES (off screen) Vidya? Can you meet me today? CUT TO: 
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33. 51 EXT. MONA LISA GUEST HOUSE - DAY 51 

Bimal who is waiting in his taxi.. lights up as he sees Vidya coming out with Rana. He gets out. 

All ready to open the door for Vidya. RANA Mrs. Bagchi I have some news.. CUT TO: 52 INT. 

TAXI - DAY 52 



Bimal sees from his mirror..Vidya is lost in her thoughts as she travels in the taxi. Her mind 

travels back to what Rana said.. CUT BACK TO: 53 EXT. MONA LISA GUEST HOUSE - 

DAY RANA We have now checked with immigration of both London and Kolkata. No one by 

the Arnab Bagchi left London on the date you mentioned and no one landed in Kolkata... 

VIDYA There has to be some mistake. RANA I have double and triple checked. The facts are 

correct. CUT BACK TO: 54 INT. TAXI - DAY Vidya’s thoughts are broken by Bimal.. BIMAL 

Madam.. Mocambo cafe.. Bimal gestures as.. CUT TO: 55 EXT. PARK STREET - DAY The 

yellow taxi enters Park Street and stops in front of Mocambo Cafe. An old restaurant built by the 

British. 55 54 53 
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34. A star in its early years but now somehow clinging on to its old glory. CUT TO: 56 INT. 

MOCAMBO CAFE - AFTERNOON 56 

Vidya sits with Agnes who tells her about Milan Damji. Vidya realizes that when she wants to.. 

Agnes can really talk..and to Vidya’s surprise.. the old lady mischievously sneaks in a couple of 

pegs of rum with her coffee. AGNES Darling you know you came yesterday and you told me 

about Arnab and showed me the photo.. I felt so bad.. You called me Didi and you are like my 

sister but at that point I really had no clue.. But after you left.. I looked at the photo again.. And 

you know your husband.. Looks very much similar to one employee we had a couple of years 

back called Milan Damji.. Who? VIDYA 

AGNES Milan Damji. VIDYA Who is Milan Damji? AGNES Oh he was a funny one that one.. 

He joined us suddenly and he left suddenly one day.. I remember the day he left.. Lot of people 

came looking for him.. But he had just vanished. FLASH CUT TO: 57 INT. NATIONAL DATA 

CENTRE - DAY Lobby Agnes at the lobby of National Data Centre. She looks up as she sees 

men in suits walking into the office. The men are back to camera, we do not see their faces. CUT 

BACK TO: 57 
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35. 58 INT. MOCAMBO CAFE - DAY All this makes no sense to Vidya. VIDYA But what has 

this got to Arnab? AGNES No but he looked very similar. And then I tried accessing his files on 

the computer and I kept getting RESTRICTED data. God knows how to work these computers.. 

you are also probably like me huh? Hopeless with computers.. VIDYA Completely. AGNES So 

when Tyagi comes back today.. Tyagi? VIDYA 58 

AGNES He is systems chap who has to authorize the request. He was on leave yesterday.. CUT 

TO: 59 INT. NATIONAL DATA CENTRE - DAY Tyagi’s office Tyagi enters his office and 

picks up the daily report. Caption - Rasik Tyagi, Systems Supervisor, National Data Centre. 

Tyagi is surprised. He picks up the phone.. TYAGI Who is trying to access Milan Damji’s 

records? CUT BACK TO: 60 INT. MOCAMBO CAFE - DAY AGNES But you don’t worry 

darling.. I also have my handwritten files in the old office. (MORE)  
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59 

60  

36. AGNES (CONT'D) Incase this computer does not work.. I will get that file and check. 

VIDYA I don’t think that is necessary. 2 years ago Arnab was in London.. He has nothing to do 

with Milan.. Agnes is on her own trip.. AGNES I tell you. That Milan had a rare blood group. 

You know Bombay Blood group? Vidya shakes her head. AGNES (CONT’D) He had that. I 

remember I had be his emergency contact for this blood bank... Vidya politely interrupts Agnes. 

VIDYA Agnes.. This is making no sense to me. I think I will go back. All this is proving too 

much for me.. Rana was right.. CUT TO: 61 EXT. MONA LISA GUEST HOUSE - DAY 

RANA Mrs. Bagchi.. You are 6 months pregnant.. You won’t be allowed to travel soon.. And 

you can’t stay alone in this city.. I suggest you go back to the UK. We will inform you the 

moment we find anything.. CUT TO: 62 INT. TAXI - DAY 62 61 

Vidya is quiet on the drive back home. She was really hoping that Agnes was going to give her 

some good news about Arnab. CUT TO: 
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37. 63 EXT. INDIA INSURANCE COMPANY - EVENING 63 

The grand old Victorian structure of the insurance building dominates the screen and the setting 

sun paints it orange. CUT TO: 64 INT. INDIA INSURANCE COMPANY - EVENING 64 

Bob, a man in his early fifties, sits quietly in front of his boss who appears to be quite agitated 

with him. There is no uniqueness in the appearance of Bob. Just another regular insurance sales 

person. Caption: Bob Biswas, Life Insurance Agent Boss shuffles through some paper. BOSS 

Not happening Bob. I don’t see the figures. You are not getting me enough lives for insuring.. 

Bob’s mobile vibrates. He opens it and its a picture of Agnes via MMS. BOSS (CONT’D) For 

god’s sake.. Shut that phone and concentrate on your target.. this way I don’t see you as a life 

insurance agent for long. CUT TO: 65 INT. AGNES D’MELLO’S FLAT - LATE EVENING 65 

Agnes slumps on the sofa with a glass of rum in her hand. She is all set to turn the television on 

when the door bell rings. Agnes is surprised. She opens the door to see a smiling Bob. BOB 

Agnes D’Mello? Agnes nods. She has never seen the man before. Bob brings out a silenced gun 

and shoots her dead. SMASH CUT TO BLACK: 66 INT. INTELLIGENCE BUREAU 

HEADQUARTERS - DAY New Delhi. Khan’s office 66 
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38. Khan, a man in his late forties, slams down his phone. He is agitated. He walks out of his 

office in a hurry. Caption - A. Khan, Second In Command, Delhi Intelligence Bureau. He walks 

through the corridor and towards an office at the end of the corridor. CUT TO: 67 INT. 

INTELLIGENCE BUREAU HEADQUARTERS - DAY Bhaskaran’s office Bhaskaran is in a 

meeting with some other official looking people. Caption : BHASKARAN A., Commander in 



Chief, Intelligence Bureau Khan gestures to Bhaskaran who excuses himself seeing a worried 

Khan. CUT TO: 68 INT. INTELLIGENCE BUREAU HEADQUARTERS - DAY Gents toilet 

Khan and Bhaskaran has a conversation. KHAN I need to go to Kolkata. We have a situation. 

The H R lady of National Data Centre has been shot.. BHASKARAN What? Why wasn’t I told? 

KHAN We just found out and I have told them to keep it under wraps. BHASKARAN I don’t 

understand.. KHAN She was apparently trying to access records of Milan.. Damji? Yes. 

BHASKARAN KHAN 68 67 
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39. BHASKARAN 

Why? 

KHAN I don’t know yet. I intend to find out. BHASKARAN But NO MEDIA Khan. I want this 

absolutely kept out of the media. They will make a mockery out of us if they find out about 

Milan. We fucked it up once.. We cannot repeat that. Khan is quiet. BHASKARAN (CONT’D) 

You are hearing me? Khan nods his head. BHASKARAN (CONT’D) Good. I want a minute by 

minute report of whatever you find out. Any leads, any thing even vaguely resembling a lead to 

Milan, I need to know. I need to know why this lady was wanting Milan’s records. Her whole 

background, who she knows, who she talks to.. EVERYTHING. Do we have any leads? KHAN 

None except some pregnant lady from London whose was the last dialled number on her mobile. 

CUT TO: 69 INT. KALIGHAT POLICE STATION - DAY INTERROGATION ROOM So? 

VIDYA 69 

Vidya looks up to Khan. She is sitting while Khan paces through the room. KHAN I need to 

know what is your connection to Agnes? Why did Agnes call you? 
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40. VIDYA I am looking for my husband Arnab who is missing. He had come to work for NDC 

and I met Agnes who said that Arnab never came to work for NDC. Then she called me the next 

day to say that Arnab looked similar to some old employee called Milan Damji who worked with 

NDC a year ago. I told her that is not possible because Arnab was in London at that time. KHAN 

I am sure she made some mistake, there is no employee called Milan at NDC. VIDYA Are you 

sure? I am positive that was the name she said. KHAN No disrespect Mrs. Bagchi but I think I 

know a little more than you about this place.. VIDYA No. She even said she was trying to access 

his records and.. Khan interrupts her.. rudely KHAN You are not hearing me Mrs. Bagchi. There 

is no such employee. Milan does not exist. It was a mistake. Given your condition, I suggest you 

finish whatever you have come to do in India and go back to London. VIDYA I don’t think we 

know each other well enough for you to be telling me what to do.. (pauses) No disrespect of 

course. CUT TO: 70 INT. KALIGHAT POLICE STATION - DAY Khan storms out of the 

interrogation room. Rana who is waiting outside almost stands to attention. Sir. RANA 70 
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41. Khan does not even acknowledge his presence and walks off. Vidya walks out slowly after 

Khan. She is RANA (CONT’D) Let me drop you back. CUT TO: 71 I/E. KHAN’S CAR - DAY 

71 

Khan inside his car makes a phone call. As he talks he can see Rana escorting out Vidya, getting 

into the police car and driving away. KHAN Nothing to worry about Sir. It seems Agnes got 

Milan confused with some person from London. The pregnant woman I was telling you about.. 

Yes I’ll check up on her but she seems pretty harmless.. her husband’s run away after getting her 

pregnant.. CUT TO: 72 INT. POLICE VAN - DAY Vidya sits in the car while Rana drives. She 

is thinking. CUT TO: 73 INT. INTELLIGENCE BUREAU HEADQUARTERS - DAY 

BHASKARAN’s OFFICE. Bhaskaran finishes the conversation with Khan. BHASKARAN 

Don’t waste your time on the pregnant woman.. Milan is more important. Keep me posted. 

Bhaskaran puts the phone down. He picks it up again.. BHASKARAN (CONT’D) Get me 

Captain Bajpayee.. CUT TO: 74 INT. BAJPAYEE’S HOUSE - DAY FARIDABAD, DELHI 74 

73 72 
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42. The phone on the table rings. Bajpayee picks up the phone. A stoutly built man in his mid 

sixties. Its Bhaskaran on the other side. Caption - Captain Pratap Bajpayee, Retired Govt Officer 

BHASKARAN For the love of god.. get yourself a mobile.. BAJPAYEE Why? Where am I 

running? I am in the house all day.. why do I need a mobile? BHASKARAN Can you come into 

office sometime? Why? BAJPAYEE 

BHASKARAN We need to talk. Plus there has been some query on Milan Damji. Bajpayee is 

quiet BHASKARAN (CONT’D) Are you there? BAJPAYEE Yes. What is it? BHASKARAN 

Can you come to office? No. BAJPAYEE CUT TO: 75 EXT. MONA LISA GUEST HOUSE - 

DAY 75 

Rana drops Vidya to the Hotel. As Vidya gets out, she stops and turns to Rana.. VIDYA Rana.. 

Tell me.. If I referred to someone by their first name, what would that mean to you? RANA That 

you know the person? FLASH CUT TO: 
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43. 76 INT. KALIGHAT POLICE STATION - DAY KHAN No employee called Milan.. Milan 

does not exist CUT BACK TO: 77 EXT. MONA LISA GUEST HOUSE - DAY VIDYA That’s 

what I would have thought. RANA I’m going to the National Data Centre. I will let you know if 

I find anything about Miln Damji.. CUT TO: 78 INT. ROOM 15 - DAY 78 77 76 

Vidya updates her TO DO list. There is a new name which has appeared. Milan Damji. She 

thinks for a moment and leaves her room. CUT TO: 79 EXT. CYBERCAFE - DAY 79 

As Vidya enters the cafe.. Bob enters frame. Watching Vidya going in. CUT TO: 80 INT. 

CYBERCAFE - DAY Vidya sits on a terminal. She starts her search. Vidya types in MILAN 

DAMJI. There is no data as whatsoever. She tries again. There is nothing. She tries variation of 



spellings but apart from the city MILAN she doesn’t manage to get anything. She is startled to 

hear Bob from the background. BOB The man you look for does not exist. Milan Damji doesn’t 

exist. VIDYA The man I look for is .. My husband Arnab Bagchi. And you are? 80 
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44. BOB I am your well wisher madam. That’s all I had to say. Bob leaves as abruptly as he 

arrived. CUT TO: 81 INT. NATIONAL DATA CENTRE - DAY 81 

Rana is questioning Sapna who have no idea of who Milan Damji is. But she visibly appears to 

be smitten by Rana. RANA So you have no knowledge if any person called Milan Damji.. 

SAPNA No. No such name in our records Inspector. Tyagi enters the room and is surprised to 

see Rana there. TYAGI Who are you? SAPNA He is a police inspector. TYAGI I can see that. 

But what are you doing here? RANA I am investigating the Agnes D’mello case.. TYAGI Do 

you have a warrant? CUT TO: 82 INT. KALIGHAT POLICE STATION - DAY 82 

Rana gets a solid firing from Khan who is livid that Rana had the audacity to conduct the 

investigation on his. Rana’s colleagues watch in silence. KHAN What were you thinking? Going 

in there without a warrant? Hell with the warrant.. Who gave you the authority to investigate? 

This is an I.B case,, this is not a local case.. (MORE)  
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45. KHAN (CONT'D) If I see you any where near this case again, you will be doing traffic 

duties for the rest of your miserable career? Do you understand? SMASH CUT TO: 83 EXT. 

KALIGHAT POLICE STATION - EVENING Vidya comes out of the police station. CUT TO: 

84 I/E. RANA’S HOUSE - EVENING Rana is about to step out of the house when the door bell 

rings. He opens it to see Vidya standing outside. Rana is surprised. RANA Mrs. Bagchi? VIDYA 

Sorry I tried calling you but your phone is off. I took the liberty of taking your address from the 

station.. RANA Come in .. Please VIDYA You were going somewhere? RANA No no.. Just to 

meet some friends.. nothing important.. Please come in.. JUMP CUT TO: 85 INT. RANA’S 

HOUSE - EVENING RANA Nothing. There is record of anyone called Milan Damji working at 

NDC.. VIDYA Then why would Agnes tell me? Vidya cannot piece the puzzle together. She 

gets up and starts pacing. 85 84 83 
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46. RANA I don’t know. Maybe Khan is right.. VIDYA No. Agnes wasn’t lying. I need to know 

Rana. Why did she say that Arnab looked like Milan? And why is everybody saying that Arnab 

never came to Kolkata? Vidya pauses. She sees a photo on the table which grabs her attention. 

Its a photo of Rana he was young and his parents. Young Rana is standing with his parents, all 

dressed up during the Puja, his mother wearing a beautiful white saree with a red border. Vidya 

is a little lost seeing that photo.. RANA Are you okay Mrs. Bagchi? FLASH CUT TO: 86 INT. 

UNITED KINGDOM - DAY Vidya’s RESIDENCE Arnab and Vidya are having a saree 

conversation. VIDYA What is so great about a white saree with a red border? ARNAB Its 

tradition. Everyone wears it on the last day of the Puja.. VIDYA (poker face) Even the men? 

Arnab ignores her. ARNAB I shall get you a saree when I go to Kolkata and Mrs. Bagchi you 



will wear it and we will go to London to see the Puja. And trust me.. You will look awesome. 

VIDYA No way. I am not wearing a saree. You married a hip good looking modern girl, not a 

Bengali girl. ARNAB But you married a Bengali man ! CUT BACK TO:  
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86  

47. 87 INT. RANA’S HOUSE - EVENING 87 

Vidya’s eyes water. She controls herself. Rana does not know how to react after hearing the 

story. RANA I am sure you will find your husband Mrs. Bagchi and he will buy that saree for 

you.. As she holds the photo frame, something strikes, Vidya remembers.. VIDYA Agnes said 

that she might have a photo of Milan in her old files.. CUT TO: 88 INT. NATIONAL DATA 

CENTRE - EVENING 88 

Sapna is about to leave for the day when Tyagi comes into the office. TYAGI Sapna.. Do we still 

have any hard copies of employee data? SAPNA No. Everything is in the system. No hard 

copies. You sure? TYAGI 

SAPNA Yes. Unless there are still some in the old office. CUT TO: 89 INT. RANA’S HOUSE - 

EVENING Rana is shocked at Vidya’s proposal. RANA Mrs. Bagchi we cannot break into 

someone’s office? Especially the National Data Centre.. VIDYA But its a defunct office.. Even 

then RANA 89 
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48. VIDYA But that is the only way I can make sure. I need to know whether Milan exists and ... 

Vidya pauses.. VIDYA (CONT’D) Whether Arnab is Milan.. RANA No. We should inform 

Khan. VIDYA No. I cannot. You cannot Rana. He doesn’t want me to know.. All I need to know 

is whether my husband is this man called Milan.. RANA Mrs. Bagchi.. I am sorry .. I cannot help 

you in this. As it is I have been warned to stay away from this case. I can’t afford to lose my job. 

Vidya smiles. She hands the photo frame back to Rana. VIDYA I understand. But unlike you my 

child and I don’t have a choice. CUT TO: 90 EXT. RANA’S HOUSE - EVENING Vidya comes 

out of Rana’s house. CUT TO: 91 INT. RANA’S HOUSE - EVENING 91 90 

Rana’s puts the photo frame back to its original position. He looks at the photo. He thinks. CUT 

TO: 92 EXT. RANA’S HOUSE - EVENING 92 

Vidya gets into a taxi. Rana comes running out of the house and stops the taxi before it starts. 

RANA Please tell me you are not going to that old NDC office?  
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49. Vidya does not say anything. Rana understands. RANA (CONT’D) I am so going to regret 

this. Rana gets into the taxi. CUT TO: 93 INT. INDIA INSURANCE COMPANY - EVENING 

93 



Bob gets a call on his mobile. He answers. He pulls up a pen and a pad. He writes down a name. 

BOB Milan Damji. Who is he? Bob doesn’t get a reply to his question. He further writes down.. 

His Boss passes by.. happy to see Bob working late. BOSS I hope that was a client. Bob smiles 

positively. He looks at the address he has written down. 29 Harrington Street. MATCH CUT TO: 

94 EXT. OLD NATIONAL DATA CENTRE OFFICE BLDG - NIGHT An old defunct plaque 

saying ‘ National Data Centre.. 29 Harrington Street’ NOTE: NEEDS TO BE ELABORATED 

IN TERMS OF ACTION. Rana and Vidya arrives. Rana cannot believe he is doing what he is 

about to do. He is suppose to be upholding the law. They break into the old office and at the 

same time Bob arrives. Vidya realizes that there is someone else and they rush. They manage to 

distract Bob and retrieve the file and escape in the nick of time. CUT TO: 95 EXT. OLD NET 

DATA OFFICE BLDG - NIGHT Bob comes out of the building talking on his mobile. 95 94 
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50. BOB No there was no file of any Milan Damji.. CUT TO: 96 INT. I B OFFICE KOLKATA - 

DAY Khan’s office Vidya slams the paper down in front of Khan. VIDYA There is a Milan 

Damji. He is not my husband. Who is he? Khan is shocked to see that Vidya has such a piece of 

fact. KHAN Where did you get this from? VIDYA Doesn’t matter. Who is he? KHAN Is he your 

husband Mrs. Bagchi? No. VIDYA 96 

KHAN Then it shouldn’t matter to you. Stay out of this Mrs. Bagchi and I will never question 

how you got this.. VIDYA You don’t understand. He does look a little similar to Arnab but he is 

NOT Arnab. What if something had happened to my husband because of Milan? Either.. you tell 

me or I go out and ask the media. I am sure somebody somewhere will have an answer.. Khan 

contemplates. He is in a spot. Vidya is serious. KHAN Mrs. Bagchi.. Are you aware of the 

Subway incident that took place an year ago? Yes. VIDYA 
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51. KHAN Milan Damji is our prime suspect for that crime. JUMP CUT TO: 97 INT. I B 

OFFICE KOLKATA - DAY 97 

Khan speaks on the phone while holding the piece of paper he took from Vidya. KHAN Sir ..I 

had to stop her from going to the media. I had to tell her about the subway incident.. CUT TO: 

98 INT. TOLLYGUNGE SUBWAY STATION - DAY 98 

Vidya walks down the platform of the station where the attack took place a year ago..and as she 

walks we.. INTERCUT WITH: 99 INT. SUBWAY - EARLIER 99 

Various images of the subway attack. Innocent people dying. BACK TO: 100 INT. 

TOLLYGUNGE SUBWAY STATION - DAY Platform Khan’s voice echoes in her mind. 

KHAN (off screen) Milan committed one of the most unforgivable crime in history.. innocent 

lives were lost.. Vidya is filled with emotion as she walks and we intercut with images of the 

subway attack. She cannot understand why innocent people have to die for no reason. KHAN 

(CONT’D) (off screen) But Milan just disappeared.. As if he didn’t exist. We have been trying to 

catch him.. and one day we will. 100 
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52. Vidya stands quietly at the platform... KHAN (CONT’D) (off screen) But this is a very 

dangerous game Mrs. Bagchi. She is lost in her thoughts. She does not realize KHAN (CONT’D) 

(off screen) There are people who are helping Milan.. From behind Bob slowly walks up .. 

KHAN (CONT’D) (off screen) People who are very powerful.. Bob walks up and stands behind 

Vidya. KHAN (CONT’D) (off screen) People who will go to any length to keep Milan 

disappeared.. As the train comes out of the tunnel, Vidya realizes that someone is standing 

behind her. She turns to see. Vidya turns to see Bob who smiles at her and before Vidya realizes 

anything.. Bob pushes Vidya towards the track in front of the incoming train. A horrified and 

surprised Vidya falls toward the rail tracks.. We can see the train coming as Vidya falls toward 

the tracks. SMASH CUT TO BLACK: INTERVAL FADE IN: 101 INT. TOLLYGUNGE 

SUBWAY STATION - DAY Platform Vidya stands quietly at the platform the train approaches. 

She is lost in her thoughts. From behind Bob slowly walks up .. 101 
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53. Vidya turns to notice.. and as the train approaches the platform Bob pushes Vidya towards 

the track in front of the incoming train. A horrified and surprised Vidya falls toward the rail 

tracks.. A shocked Vidya is about to fall in front of the incoming train when Bob pulls her back 

saving her from imminent death. The train enters the platform. The surrounding passengers gasp. 

Vidya who is shocked, is even more shocked to see Bob who smiles at her and apologizes 

profusely. BOB Madam.. I am so sorry..I cannot apologize enough.. Are you okay?.. But Vidya 

can make out that he does not mean a word he says. Vidya starts stepping back. The crowd in the 

platform gets into the train and the train leaves. Vidya decides not to get into the train. Rattled 

with the experience Vidya starts heading towards where she came from. The platform is near 

empty. Bob follows her. He calls out to her asking if he could speak to her. BOB (CONT’D) 

Madam you know I am your well wisher.. And today was a good day.. My reflexes worked.. 

What if they didn’t? I am telling you madam.. You are better off going back.. Kolkata is a very 

unsafe place madam. Anything can happen anytime to anybody.. Vidya stops. Bob tells her that 

his clients have requested her to stop interfering in other people’s business and head back home. 

Because next time Bob might not be as quick as to save her from falling into the tracks. A 

shocked Vidya starts walking away... As Vidya walks on the platform she realizes Bob is 

following her. She walks faster. The rest of the crowd walk much faster and soon the platform is 

almost empty. The voice of Bob echoes in the empty platform.. BOB (CONT’D) Kolkata is a 

very unsafe place madam. Anything can happen anytime to anybody.. 
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54. Vidya tries to walk as fast as she can and she is almost out of breath when she runs up the 

stairs and out of the station... CUT TO: 102 EXT. BAJPAYEE’S HOUSE - DAY 102 

An official government ambassador car enters the driveway. JUMP CUT TO: 103 INT. 

BAJPAYEE’S HOUSE - DAY Bhaskaran stands with Bajpayee. BHASKARAN I need you to 

come back. I need you back in the system. BAJPAYEE System. I don’t believe in your system. 

BHASKARAN Just because one project went wrong doesn’t mean you stop believing in the 



system.. Bajpayee is silent. He turns to Bhaskaran.. BAJPAYEE “Just one project”? let me 

revive your memory Bhaskaran.. You wanted me to create 3 agents using normal people who 

would protect this country. I created 2 agents and one monster. A monster called Milan Damji 

who was suppose to be protecting us. Instead he sold out to the people he was suppose to protect 

us from. Because of Milan and that one project.. I lost 1 of my best agents.. India lost her 

soldiers, Innocent people lost their lives. That one project made me stand in front of parents and 

wives and tell them that they have lost their son, husbands..With all due respect I don’t think it 

was JUST ONE PROJECT. BHASKARAN We will find Milan. A dismissive smile comes on 

Bajpayee’s face..  
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103  

55. BAJPAYEE No you won’t. A criminal like that disappears into thin air and we are still 

pretending that our system is clean, incorrupt, pristine.. Find the man who helped Milan to 

escape Bhaskaran.. Find the man in your own system who is still helping Milan.. Put them to 

justice.. and then we will talk again CUT TO: 104 I/E. COFFEE SHOP - DAY A visibly shocked 

and worried Rana talks to Vidya. RANA Who was he? VIDYA I don’t know. I only saw him 

once before. RANA Mrs. Bagchi I will have to report this in.. If what you are saying is true.. 

Vidya stops Rana. VIDYA No Rana. You cannot. Khan told me that there are people in high 

places who are protecting Milan. RANA Mrs. Bagchi I came to tell you what I found out. Khan 

was in charge of arresting Milan. But the day he came to arrest it seem Milan had just 

disappeared into thin air.. FLASH CUT TO: 105 INT. NATIONAL DATA CENTRE - DAY 105 

104 

The same image that we saw before with Agnes. But this time we from Agnes’ point of view. 

We see Khan and his men walking into the lobby of NATIONAL DATA CENTRE. BACK TO: 

© Sujoy Ghosh FWA 174291 Prep Copy 56. 106 INT. COFFEE SHOP - DAY Rana continues. 

RANA Since that day its almost if Milan never existed.. all facts pertaining to him has been 

erased.. VIDYA Except his home address? Sorry? RANA 106 

VIDYA His home address. It was on that piece of paper.. CUT TO: 107 EXT. HOWRAH 

BRIDGE - DAY 107 

Vidya and Rana in a tram encompassed by the giant metal structure of the old Howrah bridge. 

Below the bridge little fishing boats float by.. CUT TO: 108 I/E. NORTH KOLKATA - DAY 

108 

Vidya and Rana come out into North Kolkata which is frozen in 1960s. Vidya is at an awe. She 

has never seen such a world before.. Vidya remembers VIDYA Its 23/2 Jora Banyan Lane.. Flat 

3.. RANA Mrs. Bagchi.. I am impressed with your memory. How you remember the exact 

details on that paper.. I would never be able to. Vidya smiles. VIDYA We were trained when 

writing software programmes to remember each detail. For example I can tell you the details of 

every passenger in that tram we came in.. Rana’s eyes almost pop out. 
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57. RANA 

Really? 

Vidya can’t control anymore. She starts laughing. VIDYA No. Of course not. Then? RANA 

Vidya brings out a folded piece of paper. VIDYA (winks) I made a copy. CUT TO: 111 EXT. 

MILAN’S BUILDING - DAY 111 

Rana and Vidya arrive in front of a very non descriptive building. Old style Kolkata house. The 

address says 23/2 Jora Banyan Lane. JUMP CUT TO: 112 INT. MILAN’S BUILDING - DAY 

Vidya and Rana climbs the long winded stairs. Vidya goes slow. RANA You’re okay? Vidya 

smiles and nods. CUT TO: 113 EXT. MILAN’S FLAT - DAY Rana tries to fiddle with lock. He 

grumbles. RANA I am suppose to be upholding the law.. The lock opens.. JUMP CUT TO: 114 

INT. MILAN’S FLAT - DAY 114 113 112 

Vidya and Rana go into the building and into Milan’s flat.  
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58. The flat is a small one bedroom flat with almost nothing inside it. Very Spartan and empty 

and covered with dust. There is a sofa in one corner and two glasses lying on the floor in one 

corner. Vidya sneezes. She cannot handle the dust. RANA Mrs. Bagchi there is nothing here. 

Literally. The police must have taken whatever they could. Lets go before we get into trouble. 

JUMP CUT TO: 115 EXT. MILAN’S FLAT - DAY Rana and Vidya hurries out, going past 

Milan’s neighbor’s flat. JUMP CUT TO: 116 EXT. MILAN’S BUILDING - DAY 116 115 

Both of them come out. Vidya suddenly thinks of something. Vidya turns to Rana. VIDYA Rana 

will you try something? JUMP CUT TO: 117 INT. MILAN’S BUILDING - DAY Rana climbs 

the stairs again. CUT TO: 118 EXT. MILAN’S BUILDING - DAY 118 117 

Vidya stands on her own, thinking. There’s something which she can’t quite place her finger on. 

She looks around. Its a normal residential area stuck in the British era. Her gaze stops on a tea 

stall which she can see ahead of her. FLASH CUT Two glasses lying on the floor in Milan’s flat. 

FLASH CUT Rana offering Vidya tea at the police station. Same glass. Vidya realizes that the 

glasses in Milan’s flat were tea glasses. Most probably from the stall in front of her. CUT TO:  
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59. 119 EXT. MILAN’S FLAT - DAY Rana talks to the neighbor of Milan’s flat. RANA Has 

there been any letters for the next door flat? JUMP CUT TO: 120 EXT. MILAN’S BUILDING - 

DAY 120 119 

Rana comes out with a few letters in his hand. He doesn’t see Vidya. He looks ahead to see 

Vidya at the tea stall. CUT TO: 121 EXT. TEA STALL - DAY 121 



Vidya talks to the tea stall manager. In front of the counter we can see a row of similar empty tea 

glasses. TEA STALL OWNER 23/2? I don’t know madam.. You will have to ask him.. (yells) 

Poltu.. A young boy, hardly thirteen years old, comes forward. He appears to be a very reserved 

and shy boy. TEA STALL OWNER (CONT’D) Madam he used to delivery tea there.. (in 

Bengali) Tell madam about that fellow in number 3 flat.. Rana arrives at the stall. Vidya sees him 

and quickly comes to him. VIDYA Rana .. Milan used to order to tea from here. Maybe they can 

tell us something.. RANA How did you know? VIDYA Those glasses on the floor were exactly 

the same as the one you had offered me tea in.. And Milan didn’t seem to have a kitchen in the 

house.. 
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60. RANA Wow. Look got these. Mostly Junk. But the neighbor said there is one letter from the 

bank.. How did you know? Wait.. VIDYA 

Vidya goes to Poltu who is not comfortable that Vidya is talking to a police officer. Rana 

watches with keen interest and amusement as Vidya talks to Poltu. VIDYA (CONT’D) Don’t 

worry about him. He is my friend. What is your name? Poltu POLTU 

VIDYA Poltu? Is that your daaknaam or bhalonaam? POLTU Daaknaam. My bhalonaam is 

Subroto. VIDYA So Subroto, do you remember anything about that man who stayed in flat 3? 

Poltu tries to think. He is still no Not much. POLTU 

VIDYA Try to think. Was he a nice man? A bad man? Like.. Did he smile at you when you gave 

brought him the tea? Rana watches in amazement as Vidya slowly befriends the boy and get him 

to talk to her. POLTU No he never spoke. He only ordered one tea every day, except when this 

another man used to come.. When he ordered 2 glasses of tea. VIDYA Another man? Who was 

the another man? How did he look? 
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61. POLTU I can’t remember except he used carry a very nice suitcase with him. It had nice 

golden corners. Suitcase? VIDYA 

Vidya gestures with her hand to indicate the size. Poltu shakes his head and shows the size with 

his hand. VIDYA (CONT’D) Oh.. A briefcase. Poltu smiles. VIDYA (CONT’D) You have a 

very nice smile Subroto.. Poltu blushes. CUT TO: 122 EXT. TRAM - DAY 122 

Vidya and Rana goes back. Rana is visibly impressed by what he saw of Vidya. As he walks he 

goes through the letters that he got from the neighbor. RANA You know Mrs. Bagchi.. Vidya 

turns to Rana. RANA (CONT’D) You are very good with children. You will make a very good 

mother. Something hits Vidya inside. Her eyes instantly well up with water. She tries to hide it 

by taking in a deep breath and looking out of the window. Rana does not notice. The letter 

surprises him.. RANA (CONT’D) Its a blood bank. Not a ‘bank’ bank. Vidya turns. What? 

VIDYA 



RANA That neighbor said there was a letter from the bank. (MORE)  
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62. RANA (CONT'D) But this is some blood bank asking Milan to donate blood. I never knew 

blood banks sent junk mails. Vidya takes the letter. Its from a blood bank asking Milan to 

REPLENISH his blood. FLASH CUT Agnes saying Milan had a rare blood group. CUT TO: 123 

EXT. TAXI - DAY Vidya explains to Rana. RANA Say that again.. VIDYA Agnes told me 

Milan had a rare blood group. From this letter it seems that he stored his blood with this bank. 

RANA Why would anyone store their blood? CUT TO: 124 INT. BLOOD BANK - DAY The 

girl at the counter of the blood bank explains.. BLOOD BANK GIRL Any person with a rare 

blood group stores their blood with us and carry a card. In case of any emergency they can use 

their own blood. RANA When was this particular blood used? BLOOD BANK GIRL Give me a 

minute.. The girl goes in to check. VIDYA So Milan was in some emergency.. Rana has no clue. 

124 123 
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63. RANA But what made you think of going to the neighbors? VIDYA In England whenever 

we go on a holiday we ask the neighbors to pick up our mail .. So I thought maybe.. The girl 

comes back. BLOOD BANK GIRL It was on 25th February last year.. We got a call from 

Woodlands Nursing Home. CUT TO: 125 EXT. WOODLANDS NURSING HOME - DAY 125 

Rana comes out of the nursing home. He was not able to find anything. RANA Nothing. There is 

no record as whatsoever. VIDYA So whoever erased Milan, erased this too.. RANA Its a dead 

end. VIDYA Come on Satyoki. There has to be something. Think. I need you to drive me to the 

next step. Rana smiles hearing his real name. He thinks. RANA Wait. I think there is some one 

who can help us.. CUT TO: 126 EXT. KUMARTULI - DAY The sound of ‘Dhak’s fill the 

environment. A week left to the Puja’s, Kumartuli is buzzing with activity. There are statues of 

gods everywhere. Some completely built, some half, some being given the final finishing 

touches.  
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126  

64. Amongst the crowd there are a group of Dhak players practicing to keep themselves busy 

adding a lively rhythm to the ambience. Vidya is in awe. She gapes at all the beautiful statues 

around her made out of mud and straw. Faces of Durga, Lakshmi, Saraswati, Ganesh and Karthik 

are in abundance. Vidya doesn’t realize the road is quite muddy and slippery. She almost slips 

and falls on Rana. Rana grabs hold of her hand to stop her from falling. But does not let go of her 

hand. He gently guides Vidya through the crowd of Kumartuli. Vidya doesn’t say anything but 

she is visibly awkward at Rana not letting go of her hand. CUT TO: 127 INT. PAL’S SHOP - 

DAY 127 

Vidya and Rana stop in front of a shop where they make the idols. Its dark and only lit with 

lanterns. The statues stand tall in half lit half dark environment. A man comes out from the 

darkness. Paresh Pal is fifty plus man who is an ex police informer. He is a man who once had 



his ears to the ground. He tells Rana that he has given up informing. He has left that life behind. 

Vidya pleads with Pal. She just wants justice for her unborn child. Pal relents hearing Vidya. 

Rana asks him whether the name Milan Damji means anything to him. The name invokes no 

reaction from Pal. Rana tells Pal about the blood and whether Pal can help them to find out why 

was the blood used in Woodlands Nursing Home. Pal tells them he will let them know. CUT TO: 

128 INT. TRAM - NIGHT 128 

Rana on his way home. As he wipes some sweat of his face.. He realizes the smell of Vidya’s 

perfume is still in his hand. His mobile rings. RANA (in Bengali) Aashchi Maa.. CUT TO: 
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65. 129 INT. ROOM 15 - EARLY MORNING Vidya while cleaning her room shouts for 

Bishnu. It comes naturally to her now. Bishnu.. VIDYA 129 

Her mobile rings. Its Rana... Pal wants to meet them. Bishnu appears with the kettle. Vidya 

pretends to snatch his transistor. Bishnu laughs and jumps back. Its almost a game between the 

two. CUT TO: 130 EXT. PARK CIRCUS - DAY Park Circus Tram Depot. Rana Vidya and Pal 

get into a tram from the depot. Pal tells them the story. INTERCUT WITH: 131 EXT. 

KIDDERPORE DOCKS - NIGHT 131 130 

February 25th 2008. A meeting takes place between 2 people. A shoot out took place in the 

darkness of the night It was the night after the subway attack. But this incidence got lost in the 

madness of the subway attack. BACK TO: 132 INT. TRAM - DAY Pal tells them.. that night the 

2 men died. However it seems there was a 3rd person in that shoot out who nobody was aware 

of. This person was also shot but he managed to escaped. He was taken to Woodlands.. Pal tells 

them that he is not sure whether the 3rd man was Milan but the blood was definitely called for 

this person only. And THERE IS A HIGH CHANCE THAT THE 3rd MAN SHOT THE 

OTHER 2 MEN. Pal tells them that their best bet is either the Kidderpore police station or 

Doctor Ganguli who was the doctor in charge that night. CUT TO: 132 
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66. 133 INT. KIDDERPORE POLICE STATION - AFTERNOON 133 

Rana checks with the station. They have no record of any shoot out. Also for them its too far 

long back to hold any records. VIDYA Lets find Doctor Ganguli. CUT TO: 134 EXT. 

KOLKATA - DAY A mobile beeps. Bob opens the message. Its a photo of an middle aged man. 

MATCH CUT TO: 135 INT. POLYCLINIC - EVENING 135 134 

The man in the photo in real life. Doctor Ganguli. Across him we see Vidya and Rana sitting. 

DOCTOR GANGULI All I remember it was a police case. Give me a day. I will try and find out 

more for you.. CUT TO: 136 EXT. POLYCLINIC - EVENING 136 

Doctor Ganguli comes out of the clinic and walks toward his car. As he is about to enter, Bob 

comes and shoots him in the head. CUT TO: 137 EXT. TRAM - EVENING Vidya is thinking. 



VIDYA Doctor said it was a police case.. Surely there must be some record somewhere.. RANA 

Beats me. There was none at the police station. 137 
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67. VIDYA Rana.. That computer system in your office .. What does it do? CUT TO: 138 INT. 

KALIGHAT POLICE STATION - EVENING 138 

Rana fiddles with the computer which results in the computer making that silly BUZZ noise 

which drives the senior inspector nuts. Vidya enters. The senior inspector has never been happier 

to see any person. He requests Vidya to stop the sound while he walks out for a glass of tea. 

Rana smiles and gets up to give Vidya his chair. Vidya tells him to stay put in case the officer 

comes back. Rana sits on the chair while Vidya searches his computer. Rana is a little uneasy. 

Vidya’s face is very close to his. He can smell Vidya. The same perfume which was on his hand. 

He fights hard to look at the screen and not at Vidya. In the criminal data base Vidya finds the 

details of 2 men who died on that date, a DINESH RAUT who was a suspect for the subway 

attack and a VIJAY VARMA who was an government agent. The senior inspector comes back. 

Rana breathes a sigh of relief. Vidya having managed to find out what she was looking for 

squeezes Rana’s hand in excitement, without the knowledge of the senior inspector. But for Rana 

its almost like an illicit affair. CUT TO: 139 EXT. KOLKATA - EARLY MORNING Kolkata 

wakes up to the holy sound of Mahalaya. All heads every where bow in unison. Folded hands 

rise to pray. Soon Maa Durga will arrive to visit her children in Kolkata. Each of her children 

waiting anxiously.. each with their own story to tell to Maa.. CUT TO: 140 INT. ROOM 15 - 

EARLY MORNING 140 139 

Vidya looks out of her window. Early morning sky. There is peace in the environment. 
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68. In the background one can hear the holy chanting. Vidya prays to the God above. She too 

folds her hands and bows... VIDYA (whispers) Look after my child, look after my husband.. 

CUT TO: 141 I/E. LAL BAZAAR POLICE STATION - DAY 141 

Rana goes to Khanbazaar, the main head quarters and does some investigative work on his own 

at the station. Keeping to himself and avoiding any senior officers. CUT TO: 142 I/E. ROOM 15 

- EVENING Rana comes in front of Vidya’s room to see Vidya cleaning away. He is surprised.. 

RANA Mrs. Bagchi why are you cleaning? I’ll get the staff to clean.. Vidya stops him. VIDYA 

No no.. Its okay. I do it all the time back home. Just a little finicky about dust... JUMP CUT TO: 

143 INT. ROOM 15 - EVENING 143 142 

Vidya listens while Rana tells her what he has discovered. RANA Vijay Verma was a 

government agent investigating the subway attack. He was following up on a suspect when there 

was a shoot out and both the suspect and Vijay died shooting each other.. FLASH CUT TO: 
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69. 144 EXT. KIDDERPORE DOCKS - NIGHT A shoot out happens. CUT TO: 145 INT. 

ROOM 15 - EVENING VIDYA How? What about Milan? RANA That’s it. Till date no one is 

aware of a third person being present there. VIDYA Which could mean that Milan found out and 

before Vijay could get to him he killed them both and got shot in the process.. And somebody is 

helping to cover Milan’s tracks. Possibly someone within the system. RANA And one more 

funny thing.. What? VIDYA 145 144 

RANA Vijay’s local cover was as.. an employee of National Data Centre. Vidya thinks. CUT 

TO: 146 EXT. NATIONAL DATA CENTRE - MORNING Office time. The employees of 

NATIONAL DATA CENTRE slowly start trickling in. Vidya brings the tea stall boy, Poltu to 

the outside of NATIONAL DATA CENTRE. Rana arrives. RANA What are we doing? VIDYA 

Rana.. who stopped you from questioning that girl? Rana thinks. 146 
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70. RANA Some Tyagi. He was the systems head. Why? Vidya remembers: FLASH CUT Agnes 

telling Vidya that she will have to wait till Tyagi comes to get more information on Milan. CUT 

TO: 147 EXT. NATIONAL DATA CENTRE - DAY VIDYA This place is the only common 

link between Arnab, Milan and Vijay. And Tyagi knew Agnes was searching for Milan’s details. 

I am guessing that Tyagi might be the man who used to come and meet Milan. And given there 

were two glasses in the flat. Tyagi may have been the one to warn Milan on the last day.. RANA 

Whoa.. Are you sure? VIDYA There’s only one way to find out. How does Tyagi look like? 

RANA Like that.. Rana points to Tyagi coming into office. Vidya points out Tyagi, who is 

coming into work, to Poltu but the boy cannot recollect. Vidya asks him to remember but Poltu is 

quite sure that Tyagi is not the man who came to Milan’s house. They give up and about to walk 

away when Poltu sees someone. POLTU That’s him. We see a man walking towards 

NATIONAL DATA CENTRE carrying a briefcase which has metallic corners. Vidya and Rana 

have no clue who the person is. They start walking. Who is he? VIDYA 147 

RANA I don’t know. 
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71. After a few steps Vidya realizes that Poltu is not with them. Vidya turns to see Poltu standing 

with his gaze fixed on the man’s briefcase. Vidya goes back and gets Poltu. While Poltu keeps 

looking back at the briefcase with love.. The man aware of someone staring at him.. turns back to 

see Poltu walking away with a woman. The man does not react. The man enters National Data 

Centre. POLTU I have to go to work or boss will scold me.. VIDYA Rana .. I’ll drop him and go 

back to the hotel.. RANA I’ll find out who this man is.. CUT TO: 148 INT. NATIONAL DATA 

CENTRE - DAY The Man types something in his computer. CUT TO: 149 EXT. KOLKATA - 

DAY A mobile beeps. Bob opens the MMS. Its a photo of Vidya. CUT TO: 150 

EXT.KOLKATA - DAY Vidya walks toward the hotel after dropping Poltu off. As she walks 

Bob watches her from a distance and starts walking towards her. Bob catches up with Vidya. 

Brings out his silenced gun and wraps a newspaper around it. Vidya is a little lost in her thoughts 

and bumps into someone who appears from around the corner. She looks up to say sorry but sees 

Rana. Sorry.. VIDYA 150 149 148 



Bob seeing Rana in his police uniform, turns back on impulse and bumps into a fat man who was 

walking behind him. 
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72. The gun goes off and the sound of a silenced shot is heard. Bob mutters a hurried sorry and 

walks off, the fat man is irritated, the woman beside the fat man starts screaming.. The fat man 

looks down and sees blood seeping out of his abdomen. He has been shot. The fat man drops to 

the floor. Hearing the woman scream, Vidya and Rana turn. Vidya sees Bob and points him out 

to Rana. Rana runs behind Bob. CUT TO: 151 EXT. NORTH KOLKATA - DAY A chase takes 

place between Rana and Bob. Rana almost catches up with Bob as they run up and across a 

walkway. Bob’s unhealthy life style is taking its toll. Bob cannot run anymore after running up 

the stairs. Panting heavily Bob turns.. He brings out his gun.. .. Bob has no option but to shoot 

Rana. But before Bob can shoot.. a scared Rana lunges at Bob and they both roll down the 

walkway.. Landing at the bottom. Rana realizes that Bob is dead from a broken neck. Rana is 

shocked. A crowd gathers. Rana does not know what to do. He quickly grabs Bob’s mobile .. 

While a crowd gathers around Bob’s body. CUT TO: 152 INT. MONA LISA GUEST HOUSE - 

AFTERNOON 152 151 

Rana tells Vidya that Bob was a hired hand who worked for money. And there is someone in 

Kolkata who is supplying information to Bob. Someone who is protecting Milan.. Someone who 

is probably the ‘handler’ of Milan. The person who hired Bob. VIDYA And Mr. Briefcase? 

RANA Shridhar. Head of the IT department. Tyagi reports to him. FLASH CUT TO: 
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73. 153 INT. NATIONAL DATA CENTRE - VARIOUS TIMES Various images of Tyagi 

reporting to Shridhar. BACK TO: 154 INT. MONA LISA GUEST HOUSE - AFTERNOON 154 

153 

It falls into place for Vidya. While all this while she thought it was Tyagi.. It was Shridhar who 

got to know everything because Tyagi must have told him. Tyagi is innocent.. He just reported 

back as any normal employee would do. Rana is worried about something.. RANA But Mrs. 

Bagchi.. There is something more.. He brings out the mobile of Bob. He shows her some MMS 

that are in the phone. One of Agnes, the other of Doctor Ganguli and hesitatingly Rana shows 

her the last message. Its Vidya’s photo. Rana tells her that there was a contract out on her. 

RANA (CONT’D) Mrs Bagchi I don’t know if Shridhar is the man who gave the contract to 

Bob.. But I think we need to go to the police.. Vidya looks at her own photo, but in her head she 

is somewhere else. She looks up Look.. VIDYA 

Vidya shows Rana that the message in Bob’s mobile is from an unimportant web site. Vidya 

excitedly gets up. Come.. VIDYA (CONT’D) 

RANA Shouldn’t we be going to the police? Vidya smiles. VIDYA But you are the police. CUT 

TO: 
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74. 155 INT. CYBERCAFE - AFTERNOON 155 

Vidya goes to a cybercafe and while hacking she explains to Rana that if she can hack and find 

out where the message came from... Rana is amazed.. RANA You are a hacker? Vidya smiles 

mischievously VIDYA Only in my spare time. Vidya hacks and find out the IP address of the 

computer that message came from. She looks at Rana. VIDYA (CONT’D) I am willing to bet 

that this computer belongs to our Mister briefcase. And if we can prove it Rana then we may be 

able to find Milan Damji. Vidya looks at Rana.. she raises her eyebrows.. Rana is still worried. 

RANA Mrs Bagchi I feel this is getting too big.. We should go to the police.. Not ‘me’ police.. 

The proper one.. VIDYA We don’t have time to waste. Its only a matter of time he will find out 

that Bob is dead. And I can’t trust anyone Rana. You are the only one. I need your help to get 

access to Shridhar’s computer. Rana is a little frustrated. Anger creeps in. RANA Vidya.. Why 

don’t you understand? Your life may be in danger.. Vidya is a little taken aback hearing Rana 

call her by her name. Rana doesn’t realize. Vidya pauses. VIDYA I don’t have a life without 

Arnab. CUT TO: 
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75. 156 EXT. NATIONAL DATA CENTRE - EVENING 156 

Rana brings Vidya outside NATIONAL DATA CENTRE where they meet Sapna. Sapna asks 

them how long will she need.. Vidya says at the most 5 minutes. Sapna tells her that Shridhar’s 

computer is heavily protected. Vidya tells her not to worry. Sapna is curious. Rana tells Sapna 

that Vidya may look a middle class housewife but deep inside she is a professional world class 

hacker. CUT TO: 157 INT. NATIONAL DATA CENTRE - EVENING 157 

Shridhar locks his office and leaves. He is surprised to see Sapna still at her desk. Sapna tells 

him.. That its the last day before they close for the Puja’s so she is wrapping up.. and without 

Agnes she has look after everything. Sridhar is impressed and tries to impress. SHRIDHAR 

Maybe when I am not so busy, I can take you out for a coffee.. SAPNA (beaming) I would love 

that.. CUT TO: 158 INT. NATIONAL DATA CENTRE - EVENING 158 

A happy Shridhar walks down the corridor. An office boy goes past him and wishes him good 

evening. Sridhar gets into the elevator. At the lobby Sridhar is about to sign out when he realizes 

its the guest book. He asks for the employee book and signs out. INTERCUT WITH: 159 INT. 

NATIONAL DATA CENTRE - EVENING 159 

As soon as Sridhar enters the elevator. Sapna gets Rana and Vidya out of the inside room. The 

office boy arrives with water. Sapna tells him to put the water on the table. 
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76. Sapna takes them to Shridhar’s office and opens it with the master key. CUT TO: 160 EXT. 

PARK STREET - EVENING 160 



Sridhar stuck in a long queue of traffic happily nods to music. For a change the traffic is not 

bothering him. Sapna has made him happy. CUT TO: 161 INT. NATIONAL DATA CENTRE - 

EVENING Vidya rushes and switches on the computer. CUT TO: 162 EXT. PARK STREET - 

EVENING 162 161 

A key card alarm goes off indicating someone has turned on his computer. Shridhar is surprised. 

While driving he takes out the card thinking its a mistake. The card continues to beep. Suddenly 

Sridhar realizes. FLASH CUT the boy in the morning FLASH CUT Sapna at her desk FLASH 

CUT office boy carrying 3 glasses of water to Sapna’s office FLASH CUT the visitor’s book 

where Sapna has signed in for 2 guest. Shridhar immediately tries to call Bob but his phone is 

switched off. ALARMED and angry Shridhar tries to turn his car but he is stuck in traffic. 

Cursing.. He gets a revolver out of the glove compartment and gets out of the car. Shridhar starts 

running back towards national data centre while other drivers object to his car being left there. 

CUT TO: 163 INT. NATIONAL DATA CENTRE - EVENING Shridhar’s office 163 
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77. Vidya tries hacking in. She puts in a jump drive. Rana is getting worried. Vidya has taken 

more than 5 minutes. Vidya tells him its a tougher one than she thought. CUT TO: 164 I/E. 

NATIONAL DATA CENTRE - EVENING Lobby A panting Shridhar runs in. Asks the guard at 

the lobby who did Sapna sign in. The guard replies a pregnant lady and one man. Shridhar 

curses. He tells the guard to shut the main gate. Not to let anyone out. He rushes to the elevator. 

CUT TO: 165 INT. NATIONAL DATA CENTRE - EVENING Shridhar’s office Rana rushes 

Vidya. Taking too long. Vidya gets the IP address. Pulls out the jump drive. Rana asks her to 

hurry. CUT TO: 166 INT. NATIONAL DATA CENTRE - EVENING Corridor Sridhar comes 

out of the elevator and rushes to his office. He opens the door. There is no one inside. The office 

is as he left it. He pauses for a minute. He sniffs. There is a smell of perfume in the air. He rushes 

to his terminal and touches it. Its hot. The chair is warm. Angry Shridhar rushes out of the office. 

Sridhar rushes down to the lobby. He asks the guard if someone came through. Guard says no. 

Shridhar thinks. He asks the guard if the back entrance for smokers is still open? The guard says 

yes. Shridhar swears at the guard and rushes towards the back entrance. CUT TO: 166 165 164 
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78. 167 EXT. NATIONAL DATA CENTRE - EVENING Rana and Vidya come out of the back 

entrance and starts running. CUT TO: 168 EXT. ROAD - EVENING Sridhar comes out and 

follows them. Ultimately corners Rana and Vidya who is not able to run fast. Vidya tells Rana to 

leave her and get help. Rana refuses. Shridhar catches up with them. He is fuming. He wants to 

now what have they taken from his computer. Shridhar brings out his gun. Rana tries to 

overpower him. A struggle ensues. In the struggle.. Shridhar drops his gun. In order to save 

Rana... Vidya shoots Shridhar. CUT TO: 169 EXT. ROAD - EVENING 169 168 167 

Vidya is shattered having killed someone. Rana tries to calm her down but Vidya is hysteric. 

Rana tries to assure her nothing will happen. Rana makes a call from his mobile. Within minutes 

Khan and his men arrive. Vidya is surprised. She looks at Rana. CUT TO: 170 INT. KALIGHAT 

POLICE STATION - NIGHT Rana explains everything to Vidya. Rana is an undercover I B 



agent place in Kolkata by Khan. Khan was the person who was in charge of capturing Milan but 

failed. He placed Rana to find Milan or any clues leading to him. Vidya realizes that Rana must 

have informed Khan when Agnes was killed otherwise there is no way Khan could have known. 

Khan tells Vidya about the ZSEC2 project. ZSEC2 170 
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79. A top secret program.. Led by Bajpayee, sanctioned by Bhaskaran, to create top level agents, 

out of normal people, for India. Bajpayee created 3 out of which Milan was one. But Milan went 

rogue. He started selling data to people he was suppose to be protecting the country from. And 

someone at the top level was supplying the data to him. Slowly Milan became worse. He 

masterminded the whole subway massacre. FLASH CUT the man in the gas mask in the very 

beginning takes off his mask to reveal the face of Milan. Khan tells her that by the time they got 

a grip on the matter and realized it was Milan.. It was too late. Somebody had tipped off Milan 

and he just disappeared into thin air. All his existence was also erased. There was nothing 

anywhere till.. Till? VIDYA 

KHAN Till you arrived with the picture. Khan tells her with Vidya they were able to revive the 

case. Vidya was godsend for them to carry on with the investigation. On their own they could 

never re open the case and even if they did someone at the high level will always be a step ahead 

of them. Protecting Milan and his own identity. A pregnant lady was harmless. She could cause 

no problem and hence no body bothered. NO BODY NOTICES A PREGNANT LADY 

ESPECIALLY ONE WHOSE HUSBAND HAS RUN AWAY Rana tries to explain to her that 

they could have gone through normal route because whoever is protecting Milan is too powerful 

and any hint of any investigation will get clamped down. Khan tells her that only because of 

Vidya now they know that Milan was responsible for Vijay’s death. Somebody managed to 

cover that up immaculately. SUDDENLY Vidya realizes that she has been used and exploited by 

Khan. She has been used as a bait by feeding regular information from Khan via Rana. Khan has 

exploited her to the hilt. VIDYA Have you been using me? Khan tells her that she is their only 

path to the man who is protecting Milan. The man someone within the system who they need to 

find to get to Milan. 
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80. Vidya is still recovering from the fact that she has been used as a tool and maybe even a bait. 

VIDYA (CONT’D) What about Agnes? Doctor Ganguli? Khan is indifferent. KHAN Collateral 

damage. Necessary sacrifice. Vidya is shocked at the indifference. VIDYA What about me and 

my child? What if something happened to us? Rana leaves the room. Khan avoids the question 

and tells her.. that if she truly believes Arnab is alive, then this might be her only chance to find 

him. Khan tells Vidya that they needed Sridhar alive but now all they have is Sridhar’s computer 

which is highly protected. He needs Vidya to hack into Sridhar’s computer to see if any clue is 

there. JUMP CUT TO: 171 INT. KIDDERPORE POLICE STATION - NIGHT Vidya hacks into 

the computer. Its a clean computer except Vidya arrives at a a code to which is CXWWEDFXZS 

VIDYA Find who this person is and that is perhaps the person you are looking for.. Khan is 

baffled with the alphabets. Rana has a brainwave. He borrows Khan’s blackberry and types in 

the alphabets getting.. 9811256874 Khan realizes that it is Bhaskaran’s number. Bhaskaran is the 



man protecting Milan. Khan asks Vidya for one last task. He needs her to call Bhaskaran and 

play a bluff. She needs to tell him that she has some data which she has found in Sridhar’s 

computer. Khan tells her that Vidya on her own cannot ever get to Bhaskaran. 171 
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81. Khan tells her that he will put her through to Bhaskaran who might be their last chance to 

Milan or Arnab or both. And now Khan needs Milan more than Vidya. That’s his only path to 

Bhaskaran because they could not find anything on Shridhar. Shridhar had destroyed his 

computer before he left. Vidya is silent. Still shocked with the fact that she was used. CUT TO: 

172 INT. KALIGHAT POLICE STATION - NIGHT Khan patches Vidya through to Bhaskaran 

via Shridhar’s mobile. Bhaskaran answers. Vidya tells him that she is calling him because of the 

Highly Confidential documents she found on Shridhar and some of them bears his name. 

Bhaskaran is silent. Vidya continues to talk. She tells him nothing matters to her apart from 

Arnab. She is willing to trade the data if the government helps her to find Arnab. Bhaskaran tells 

Vidya that he does not understand why Vidya is calling him. She should be talking to the local 

police. He excuses himself and hangs up. Khan is at a loss. He achieved absolutely NOTHING 

with the phone call. Suddenly the phone rings again. Its an unknown number. Vidya answers. 

The voice is precise and curt and tells her that if she wants to see Arnab alive then she needs to 

hold onto the data. He tells her that he will meet her in 2 days and will tell her where to come. 

CUT TO: 173 INT. KALIGHAT POLICE STATION - NIGHT 173 172 

Vidya quietly passes by Rana who is in the corridor but does not say a word. Rana tries to offer a 

lift but Vidya refuses. CUT TO: 174 INT. TRAM - NIGHT 174 

Rana going home. He is filled with guilt. His mobile rings. 
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82. RANA Aashchi maa.. CUT TO: 175 INT. ROOM 15 - EARLY MORNING 175 

Vidya calls for Bishnu. As usual Vidya dusts the room. She calls the lobby for a Manila 

envelope. CUT TO: 176 EXT. MONA LISA GUEST HOUSE - DAY 176 

Rana comes to meet Vidya. He is still feeling guilty about what has happened. Vidya comes 

down. Rana tells her that he came to promise her something and he has got something for her. He 

gives her a packet inside which there is a white saree with a red border. Vidya feels very 

awkward. She cannot accept that gift. Rana realizes and tries make the situation light by saying 

that he has kept the receipt and Rana promises that he will help Vidya to find Arnab and make 

him pay for the saree. Vidya is moved. She gives Rana a long hug. The clerk watches the hug 

and mutters what is this world coming to.. Rana’s mobile rings. Rana is a little surprised. Paresh 

Pal is calling him. CUT TO: 177 EXT. KUMARTULI - DAY 177 

Pal meets Rana and tells Rana that.. Rana had mentioned the name Milan Damji when he first 

met Rana. Apparently the man is very dangerous and tells Rana that there is a rumor that Milan 

may be back in town but no one can say for sure. Rana realizes that Khan’s strategy is working. 



Without Shridhar in play, Bhaskaran has no option but to bring Milan back. Hearing that pal tells 

Rana that its too dangerous to let Vidya meet Milan. If Milan really turns up then there is no way 

he is going to let an eye witness live. He will kill Vidya.  
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83. Rana is shocked. Pal is also amused to see Rana’s reaction. RAMESH PAL Are you in love 

with this woman or what? Rana totally dismisses Pal’s statement and rushes out. CUT TO: 178 

INT. I B OFFICE KOLKATA - DAY 178 

Rana rushes into Khan’s office and tells him that they have to stop this whole thing. Vidya’s life 

is in danger if she meets Milan. Khan could not care less. He needs Milan to get to Bhaskaran. If 

Vidya’s life is in danger.. So be it. Rana is aghast. How can someone play with innocent lives? 

Khan doesn’t allow Rana to go back to his house lest he says something to Vidya. Rana is kept in 

the office under watch. Rana realizes he is almost arrested. His mobile is taken away. CUT TO: 

179 INT. ROOM 15 - DAY 179 

Vidya tries to wear the saree that Rana has given her. She tries but she can’t get it right. As she 

tries her frustration sets in and all her emotions come pouring out. She starts crying profusely on 

her own. She can’t hold back anymore. Bishnu appears at the door with the envelope. Seeing him 

Vidya quickly wipes her tears and takes the envelope from him. Bishnu was expecting her to 

snatch his transistor but Vidya is quiet today. Bishnu leaves.. But turns back to see that Vidya is 

sitting on the floor, head buried in her hands, sobbing. Not knowing what to do.. Bishnu quietly 

takes out his transistor and leaves it near Vidya. Vidya’s mobile rings. She answers. Its Milan. 

He asks her to come to the Puja near Triangular Park. MILAN Be there if you want to see your 

husband alive. 
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84. Vidya is nervous. The call has come a day early. She quickly calls Khan. CUT TO: 180 INT. 

I B OFFICE KOLKATA - DAY Rana manages to get out. He rushes towards the hotel. CUT 

TO: 181 INT. I B OFFICE KOLKATA - DAY 181 180 

Khan puts his phone down and immediately gets his men into action. One of his men realizes 

that Rana is gone. Khan cannot be bothered. CUT TO: 182 INT. MONA LISA GUEST HOUSE 

- DAY 182 

Rana rushes into the hotel. Bishnu tells him the Vidya has left for Triangular park. CUT TO: 183 

EXT. TRIANGULAR PARK - DAY 183 

Vidya gets out of the taxi, dressed in the white saree with red border. Vidya moves through the 

crowd. Suddenly she hears a voice behind her giving her directions to walk straight and not to 

look back. The voice tells her to walk straight towards a bill board and the turn left. Vidya turns 

back and sees no one. For a minute she feels she heard the voice in her head but then she looks 

and sees the bill board the voice told her to walk towards and then turn left. CUT TO: 184 EXT. 

TRIANGULAR PARK - DAY Simultaneously Khan and his men move in. Rana arrives panting. 



He moves on his own trying to find Vidya but is very uncomfortable with the Dhak players. CUT 

TO: 184 
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85. 185 EXT. ALLEY - DAY 185 

Vidya enters the alley which is empty and dark. Like it had just rained there.. The water Vidya 

realized was from a burst pipe. She lifts her saree a little and starts walking. Milan appears. 

VIDYA Who are you? MILAN How does it matter? Just give me the file. VIDYA Milan Damji. 

But they said you don’t exist. You are just a story. An urban legend. MILAN Give me the file. 

VIDYA Where is my husband? Will you be able to give my husband back if I gave you the files? 

Yes. Sure? MILAN VIDYA 

Milan realizes that Vidya has lied. He has to leave. Vidya tries to stop him. In a moment of anger 

Milan hits her in the stomach. Vidya goes down on her knees. Milan hesitates but he has to take 

care of Vidya. He reaches for his gun.. When.. Vidya takes out her false stomach and uses it to 

knock the gun off Milan’s hand. In that moment of surprise, Vidya, with precision, brings Milan 

down. We realise she is an expert in combat. Milan runs. Vidya picks up the gun and without any 

hesitation shoots. CUT TO: 
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86. 186 EXT. PUJA - DAY 186 

Khan and his men hear the shot. So does Rana. They all run towards the sound. CUT TO: 187 

EXT. ALLEY - DAY Milan falls. Vidya walks up to him. MILAN Who are you? VIDYA 

Doesn’t matter. Vidya empties the whole gun on Milan. Vidya places an envelope on Milan’s 

body and start walking towards the other end of the alley. Rana enters just to see Vidya walking 

away. He shouts RANA Mrs. Bagchi.. Vidya turns for a split second. She points at something. 

Rana’s eyes go on Milan’s body. An envelope on top of the body. Rana looks up to catch the last 

glimpse of Vidya disappearing around the corner. Khan and his men also arrive. Khan is shocked 

to see Milan’s body. He and his men run after Vidya. Rana stops at Milan’s body. He picks up 

the envelope. He sees the shot. FLASH CUT to Shridhar getting shot the exact way RANA 

(CONT’D) You saved my life ... Khan and his men come out to the other end of the alley. Khan 

instructs his men to find Vidya.. KHAN Find her.. She is wearing a white saree with red border.. 

The men look. 187 
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87. MAN 1 

Which one? 

Khan looks in front of him. A sea of women all wearing white saree with red border. Vidya is 

nowhere to be seen. Khan comes back. KHAN What the fuck was that? RANA She played us.. 



All this while we thought we had her .. She had us.. She was the person hired to find and 

probably kill Milan.. Khan is confused.. RANA (CONT’D) On her own she could have never 

found out where Milan disappeared and who was helping. On her own she could have never got 

to Bhaskaran.. We gave it on a plate to her.. YOU gave it on a plate to her.. She used our system 

to find the criminal who you could never find.. Khan instructs his men. KHAN Check her hotel 

room..I want her finger prints.. Everything RANA (interrupting) No point. FLASH CUT Vidya 

cleaning the room every day ridding it of any finger print or any evidence of any sort. KHAN 

But what about Arnab? Her husband.. RANA You still haven’t got it have you? What? KHAN 

RANA Arnab doesn’t exist. What? KHAN 
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88. RANA All this while we told her story of Milan not existing but she weaved the biggest story 

of Arnab existing when he didn’t. FLASH CUT TO: 188 INT. MONA LISA GUEST HOUSE - 

DAY 188 

Rana pauses hearing Vidya has checked out. He asks the man where Vidya gone. Bishnu 

answers from the back. BISHNU Didi went to triangular park.. Rana thanks Bishnu and is about 

to run off when he notices something. Bishnu is wearing an old school shirt. Bishnu tells him 

that he used to go to this school when his father stayed in Bagnan. Its the same school Vidya 

claimed Arnab went to. Bishnu tells Rana that he told that to Vidya the day he was showing her 

the station. Rana realizes that the same day Vidya took him to Bagnan. CUT TO: 189 EXT. 

TRIANGULAR PARK - DAY Khan is frustrated. KHAN How do we get Bhaskaran now? Rana 

gives him the envelope Vidya left for him. On top Vidya has written: THANK YOU SATYOKI.. 

RANA I’m sure its in there. Khan checks inside. Its an USB drive. FLASH CUT to Vidya 

downloading the data in Shridhar’s office. Rana walks off. Khan looks at the envelope. Khan 

shouts: KHAN Who the fuck is Satyoki? Rana pauses. He turns.  
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189  

89. RANA Me. I am Satyoki. Rana suddenly realizes what Vidya meant. It dawns on him that he 

is the charioteer. He has been driving Vidya all along. A knowing smile comes on his face. 

RANA (CONT’D) Satyoki. That’s my name. The charioteer of Arjun. I drove Arjun to all the 

battles.. Khan cannot comprehend. KHAN Yeah whatever... Who hired her? Rana shrugs his 

shoulders.. CUT TO: 190 INT. BAJPAYEE’S HOUSE - NIGHT Vidya stands looking at a 

framed photo on top of the mantelpiece. We recognise the photo as the same young man who 

was in the Kolkata underground train. The plaque below the photo reads Captain Arup Basu. As 

she looks she remembers: FLASH CUT Vidya walking on the cracks with Arup looking at her 

with disbelief FLASH CUT ARUP I had a superstition too.. FLASH CUT Arup and Vidya 

getting married in a temple. Vidya pulls Arup by the garland.. VIDYA Too late partner. You’re 

mine. FLASH CUT A pregnant Vidya convinces Arup to go to Kolkata, Arup is reluctant ARUP 

I’m on holiday. I don’t need an assignment right now. And who wants to go to Kolkata? 190 
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90. VIDYA Go. Nothing will happen to me. I’m only 6 months pregnant. 3 to go. They must be 

needing you.. ARUP They can get somebody else. VIDYA But they can’t get anyone better than 

you... FLASH CUT Arup packing his bag. ARUP I shall get you a saree when I go to Kolkata 

Mrs. Bagchi FLASH CUT Arup in the Subway FLASH CUT A pregnant Vidya being taken to 

see Arup’s dead body by Bajpayee FLASH CUT A pregnant Vidya walking back faints FLASH 

CUT Blood oozing out FLASH CUT Vidya in hospital. DOCTOR I could not save your baby 

FLASH CUT Bajpayee siting beside Vidya. He is a defeated soldier FLASH CUT A crying 

Vidya looks at Bajpayee VIDYA I’m responsible. I forced him to take the assignment... its my 

fault FLASH CUT TV report saying 2 years have passed and the subway massacre remains 

unsolved. FLASH CUT Bajpayee standing behind a silent Vidya. Vidya looks at him Teach me. 

VIDYA (CONT’D) 

WE REALIZE ALL Vidya’S PAST EMOTIONS WERE REAL EXCEPT SHE WAS 

REFERRING TO ARUP EVERY TIME SHE SPOKE ABOUT ARNAB. Vidya FORCED 

ARUP TO TAKE ON AN ASSIGNMENT WHEN SHE WAS 4 MONTHS PREGNANT. 

ARUP WENT TO KOLKATA AND LOST HIS LIFE IN THE SUBWAY ATTACK. Vidya 

HAD A MISCARRIAGE AND LOST HER BABY. A voice is heard from the background.  
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91. BAJPAYEE Today your husband is going to be very proud of you, Vidya! I still remember 

the day you turned up at my doorstep - looking nothing more than a helpless widow of one of my 

finest soldiers - What I saw was grim determination in those eyes of yours and a vague hope for 

self redemption... and I was right. You did what none of us could. Vidya is silent. She takes a 

deep breath and looks at Bajpayee. Her eyes welling up with tears. VIDYA Then why is it that I 

don't feel anything, Colonel? Why is it that my sense of loss is no less than it was before? 

Bajpayee does not know how to react. Vidya continues. VIDYA (CONT’D) In the last few days 

I forgot that I was NOT pregnant. I could feel my baby once more. Kicking me.. moving inside 

me.. While I pretended to be searching for my husband, I felt as if there was hope - as if he was 

still alive and somewhere out there! Why did I force him to go Colonel? He didn’t want to go.. I 

want my Arup back Colonel.. I want my baby back..I want my family back.. Vidya breaks down 

in Colonel’s arms. CUT TO: 191 EXT. TOLLYGUNGE SUBWAY STATION - NIGHT A 

match is struck. A candle is lit. CUT TO: 192 INT. BAJPAYEE’S HOUSE - NIGHT Vidya 

lights a candle in front of Arup and others photo. RANA (voice over) After 2 years the families 

of the victims finally have got an answer. (pauses) (MORE)  
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192  

92. RANA (CONT'D) Sometime even Gods go wrong. It is said the gods created the Asura and 

When the Asura went of their control and wanted to destroy the universe.. The gods created Maa 

Durga. CUT TO: 193 EXT. TOLLYGUNGE SUBWAY STATION - NIGHT 193 

One candle lights another as the sound of Dhaks fill the air. Relatives and friends of the subway 

attack victims rejoice by lighting candles and placing flowers while a make shift television 



announces the arrest of Bhaskaran and the death of Milan Damji. RANA (voice over) All gods 

put their powers together and created her for destroying evil. They say the strength of all the 

mothers was used to create Maa Durga.. CUT TO: 194 EXT. GANGES - EVENING Maa Durga 

getting immersed in the holy water. RANA (voice over) Every year Maa comes.. 195 EXT. 

TOLLYGUNGE SUBWAY STATION - NIGHT 195 194 

A celebrating crowd. Rana watches from far. He can see Sapna coming. A smile comes on his 

face. He starts walking towards the crowd and Sapna.. RANA (voice over) She vanquishes evil... 

A man blows on a Konch. The auspicious sound of the Konch fills the air. CUT TO: 
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93. 196 EXT. GANGES - EVENING The beautiful face of Maa Durga slowly goes inside the 

ganges. RANA (voice over) And she goes back after... CUT TO: 197 EXT. BAJPAYEE’S 

HOUSE - EVENING 197 196 

Vidya stands quietly in the garden on her own. Her face is silent, almost like a stone statue. 

RANA (voice over) ... making sure all her children are safe.. The face of Maa Durga disappears 

in the water. The sound of the Konch can be heard in the background which becomes prominent 

as we.. FADE TO BLACK. 
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